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When Should Characters Be Introduced to Novice-Level Chinese in a Blended Learning
Setting?
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混合式学习环境中的汉字教学时机
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Abstract: After many decades, the debate continues over when characters should be introduced to
college-level Chinese programs in the U.S. This study aimed to assess the impact of early instruction
versus delayed instruction of characters on oral and written competency development. A time-series
design was used to track two novice-level cases in a blended learning setting for one semester at an
American university. One case received the early introduction of character instruction, the other
received the delayed instruction. The two participants completed eight oral and written tests after
treatment, three repeated summative assessment tasks, as well as pre- and post-intervention attitude
questionnaire survey. The findings suggest that the early instruction case performed better than the
delayed instruction case in both oral and written tests. Additionally, the delayed instruction case
changed attitudes toward the timing of character instruction. Implications for Chinese as a foreign
language education are discussed.
Keywords: USA, Postsecondary education, Foreign language teaching, Teaching methods
摘要: 几十年来，关于何时将汉字引入美国大学汉
堂的
仍存在争 。
研究
旨在 估汉字教学 始时 差异是否对学习者口 和书
能力发展有影响。笔者 用时
系列 计和案例分析，
美国大学混合学习环境中的两名初级汉 学习者一个学期。
一个案例同时开始汉字和口 教学；另一个案例延 汉字教学，学生先习得口 然后才开
始学习汉字。两名被 在研究 程中完成了八个不同的单元测 ， 复完成三次综合能力
估测 ，在教学实 实施前后 填写了汉字学习态度 卷 查。研究结果表明：同时学
习汉字和口 的被 在口 和书
测 的表现 优于延 汉字学习的被 。此外，延
汉字学习的被 改变了其对汉字教学时机的看法。笔者结合研究结果讨
研究对汉 教
学的启示。
关

:美国、大学教育、外

教学、教学方法
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1. Introduction
This exploratory study aimed to address a prolonged debate in teaching Chinese as a foreign
language: when should characters be introduced? (e.g., DeFrancis, 1966; Krashen, 2017; Ye, 2013).
The Chinese writing system is distinct from the alphabetic writing system. It is a morphosyllabary,
with one character mapped onto a morpheme at the syllable level (e.g.
of xu and means snow ; 人is pronounced as rén and means person; and

carries the pronunciation

人 means snowman ).

Some researchers and educators argue that it is easier to learn to read and write after a solid
background for speaking and listening has been established (e.g., Packard, 1990); others posit that
it is important to get students familiar with characters as early as possible (Knell & West, 2017).
However, major gaps remain open in this research area: first, prior studies varied in their
operationali ations of the time lag/delay in introducing characters (ranging from three weeks to
one semester). Second, empirical studies that address this issue have focused on face-to-face
traditional classroom settings. Little evidence is available for classroom setting with technology
facilitation and flexible schedule (e.g., online Chinese classes).
This research set out to provide additional empirical evidence for this heated debate.
Specially, it compared the effects of delaying character instruction versus no delay in novice-level
Chinese in a blended learning setting in an American university. Time-series case design was
adopted to track learners language development over one academic semester. Rather than
providing a definite answer to this complex issue, the findings of this longitudinal study aim to
provide some specific implications for character instruction in Chinese as a foreign language with
consideration of learner attitude in a blended-learning environment.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 To Delay or Not to Delay Character Instruction: Theoretical and Practical Rationales
A delay in character instruction is referred to as a time lag between the time the course starts and
the time the characters are introduced (Packard, p.167). Packard (1990) also pointed out the lag
generally lasts from one to four weeks. To our knowledge, DeFrancis (1966) might be among the
first to discuss the timing of character instruction. He compared two approaches, that is, the Chao
approach and the IFEL1 approach. The former allowed for flexibility as to when to initiate
character learning, ranging from Lesson One to as late as Lesson Nine in the first semester. The
latter mandated a time lag in teaching and learning characters. Students at the IFEL first learned
conversation texts, then learned characters later. The characters would not go beyond the
conversation texts. To date, the majority of the Chinese programs adopts a no-time-lag approach,
and begin to teach characters at the beginning or near the beginning in the first semester (see a
survey with 124 postsecondary institutions by Ye, 2013). However, researchers and educators are
far from a consensus about the best timing for character instruction.
The theoretical bases supporting the delay or no delay in character instruction differed
between the delay and no delay camps. The delay camp drew on the important role of oral language
in reading development based on child first language reading research (e.g., Unger, Lorish, Noda
& Wada, 1993). Unger et al. related second language acquisition with child first language literacy
development, [t]he fact that children normally learn to understand and produce speech before
acquiring the skills of literacy shows that literacy is not necessary for normal language acquisition
(p.29). It should be noted that Unger et al. s framework was built for Japanese curricula for
American high school and college students originally, but has been cited by Chinese scholars to
support a time delay (e.g., Ye, 2013). Unger et al. also consider two types of students, those who
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prioritize oral communication skills and those who have long-term learning goals and will learn
listening, speaking, reading and writing. They thought that, for both groups, a solid foundation in
speaking is the best insurance that they will make steady progress in reading (p. 21).
The no delay camp argued that the separate presentations of pinyin, character meaning, and
characters might result in a higher level of cognitive load in Chinese learners. For instance, Chung
(2007) examined the more effective order of presenting characters, pinyin and English translation
for Australian high school learners of Chinese, and found that word retention occurred more
rapidly when a character was presented first and then its pinyin and color-coded English translation.
The transfer facilitation model specific to L2 reading (Koda, 2005) provides additional justification
for no delay. The transfer facilitation model argues that adult L2 readers differ qualitatively from
child L1 readers in that adult L2 readers can transfer previously acquired literacy experiences to
L2 reading, and that the transfer effect might be moderated by L1-L2 linguistic distance.
As to practical rationales, the camp that supports a delay has proposed three major reasons:
first, considering the alphabetic background of American students, it is beneficial for them to
command the pinyin system first. Pinyin is the romanization of the Chinese characters based on
their pronunciation. The oft-cited research is Everson (1988), who found that beginning-level
American university learners of Chinese read texts in pinyin faster than texts written in characters.
Moreover, their comprehension accuracy rates were higher. A second reason is related to teaching
implementation. Walker (1984) held that a delay provides opportunities for students to review
vocabulary and grammar learned previously. Finally, students affective factors are considered
(Zhao, Guo, & Dynia, 2013). The logic is that learning characters, a distinct orthography, at the
onset of exposure will overwhelm the students, cause anxiety, and affect their motivation to learn
Chinese.
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Counterarguments have been proposed by those who support no delay in character
instruction (e.g., Knell & West, 2017). First, regarding beginning-level American university
learners processing of character-based and pinyin-based texts, Light (1976) provided a different
interpretation of Everson (1988). Light found that more proficient learners were faster at reading
texts written in characters whereas less proficient learners were faster at reading texts in
Romanized pinyin. Interestingly, participants in Light s study thought they were better readers of
characters. In a recent study by Zhang, Lin, Zhang and Choi (2019), they compared two conditions
(character only versus character plus pinyin) and their effects on non-heritage learners and heritage
learners access to word pronunciation in Chinese. It was found that in the no-pinyin (character
only) condition, the two groups showed no significant score difference, whereas in the character
plus pinyin condition, heritage learners significantly outperformed non-heritage learners. The
pinyin/no pinyin conditions were less marked for non-heritage foreign language learners of
Chinese. The second reason is also related to curriculum design. Knell and West (2017) proposed
that reading and writing have the potential to increase students Chinese language performance in
general. Recent research that implemented a reading-to-learn approach with intermediate- and
advanced-level Chinese learners in an American university also indicates that learning to read and
write in Chinese can promote lexical learning and presentational communication skills in Chinese
learners (e.g., Author, 2018; Zhang & Koda, 2018). Lastly, in relation to students attitudes toward
character learning, Ye (2013) surveyed 907 college students beliefs in character instruction and
found that the majority (about 77%) prefer character instruction near or at the beginning of the
first semester. In a recent study that compared two instructional methods (no delay versus a delay
in character instruction) in American high school learners of Chinese, Knell and West (2017) did
not find students intimidated by characters, which was at least true for the no delay group.
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In the next section, we try to consolidate direct evidence that compared the two approaches
toward character instruction (i.e., Knell & West, 2017; Packard, 1990; Ye, 2013).
2.2.Previous Research Evidence: Packard (1990), Knell & West (2017) and Ye (2013)
To our knowledge, the aforementioned studies have generated direct evidence regarding the debate
on the best timing of teaching characters. Packard (1990) is often cited by those who support a
delay in character instruction. He compared the performance of two university-level learner groups
(delay versus no delay) and found that there was no significance difference in reading and writing
test performance between the two groups, but the delay group achieved better scores in fluency
and phonological discrimination tasks. In contrast, Knell and West (2017) partially replicated the
study in American high school students and found that there was no significance differences in
oral interview and fluency assessment between the two groups, yet the no delay group performed
significantly better in reading and writing tests. Moreover, Knell and West observed no significant
difference between the two groups in terms of students attitudes toward the timing of character
instruction. Ye (2013) s study did not involve any testing or group comparison. Rather, she did a
large-scale survey with students and instructors from 124 postsecondary institutions and asked
about their beliefs about the best timing to teach and learn characters. The following discussion
evaluates the design and evidence of these three studies.
Packard s (1990) research is among the oft-cited literature to support a delay in character
instruction. The design of his study was to implement a three-week time lag in American university
students of elementary-level Chinese in one academic year, and compared the oral and written
language performance between the time lag group and the no time lag group. However, the
instruction was carried out by two different instructors. Also, the methods used to teach characters
were unclear. Moreover, contact hours of oral and written Chinese in the two groups were not
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specified. Knell and West (2017) s study could be viewed as a semi-replication study of Packard s.
The research method was similar, that is, comparing the oral and written performance in mid-term
and final tests between two instructional groups (termed as early introduction and delayed
introduction in their study). Knell and West s study included three notable differences: (1) the
population was American high school students; (2) the time lag was longer (i.e., one semester vs.
3 weeks); (3) the same instructor carried out the intervention. Finally, Knell and West provided
more details regarding teaching methods and also specified the contact hours for both learner
groups. The teaching approach was traditional and drill-based, as students were asked to practice
stroke order and to copy characters. Krashen (2017) evaluated Knell and West s study design and
inferred that the performance difference in written language assessment could be due to the longer
exposure to reading and writing in the early introduction group.
Another difference between Knell and West s (2017) study and Packard s (1990) study is
that the former conducted an attitude questionnaire survey. However, they did not find any notable
difference between the two instructional groups. To our knowledge, Ye s (2013) survey may be
the most comprehensive and provide more meaningful insights of American learners attitudes
toward character teaching and learning2. The majority of students preferred to learn characters at
or near the beginning of the first semester, and they believed that learning characters is an essential
part of learning Chinese. Participants also posited that an early start makes it less difficult in the
long run to learn characters. For those who preferred a delay (about 23% of the informants), their
rationales are consistent with the viewpoints of some researchers and educators (e.g., McGinnis,
1990; Unger et al., 1993; Zhao et al., 2013). They held that (1) learning to speak and listen is more
important than learning to read and write; (2) learning to speak and listen sets a foundation for
reading and writing; and (3) learning all four skills simultaneously increases students cognitive
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load and decreases their interest in learning Chinese. Interestingly, in a follow-up interview, when
the informants were presented with the rationales for a delay, those who preferred no delay
changed their attitudes.
In spite of the lingering debate over the timing of character instruction in Chinese as a
foreign language, the persistent dearth of empirical research evidence leaves instructors with no
reliable implications for real world practices. Existing research findings vary (e.g., Knell & West,
2017; Packard, 1990; Ye, 2013). Other inconsistencies include the operational definition of time
delay, instructional methods, and testing methods. The common research design has been to
compare changes in two instructional groups via assessment at two time points only. Current
researcher lacks longitudinal data tracking of learners dynamic development of oral and written
language competencies. Finally, there is very little attention given to how learners affective
factors might influence the interpretation of findings.
3. The Present Study
The current research aimed to provide additional evidence regarding the debate over the timing of
character instruction in Chinese as a foreign language. Based on time-series case design (for a
review, see Mellow, 2013), data were gathered from two participant cases over one semester in an
American university in a lab-based blended learning setting. Two questions guided the research:
(1) Are there any intraindividual and interindividual differences between early instruction (EI)
and delayed instruction (DI) learners in their oral and written skills development over one
semester of learning?
(2) Is there any difference between EI and DI learners attitudes toward the timing of
introducing characters?
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4. Methods
4.1.Participants
Two participants who had had no previous exposure to (Mandarin) Chinese language were
recruited for this research. Both were English-speaking students from an American research
university in the Midwest. Each participant received a certificate by completing online Chinese
course requirements via Coursera, and was compensated with a $10 Amazon gift card for each
face-to-face meeting with the instructor. Each participant spent approximately four hours learning
each week, including weekly online self-learning and a face-to-face meeting with the instructor in
a language lab.
According to Winke (2013), learner-related factors play important roles in predicting
Chinese learners performance. In her study with 96 English-speaking advanced-level learners of
Chinese in an American university, aptitude, motivation and learning strategies predicted about
11% of the variance in learners Chinese listening, speaking and reading skills. The current study
focused on learner individual differences by reporting (1) their motivation, (2) aptitude and (3)
attitudes at two time points (i.e., pre- and post-intervention). Participants motivation was
determined by a questionnaire survey constructed after Kormos and Dörnyei (2004) and Winke
(2013). The questionnaire included twenty items with a five-point Likert scale. As shown in Table
1, both participants were highly motivated learners because their responses maintained an average
score at or above four point five out of five. Participants language aptitudes were tested with the
Pimsleur Language Aptitude Battery (PLAB) (Pimsleur, Reed & Stansfield, 2004). Both
participants were considered to have excellent aptitudes (with grades above 74 out of 111 points).
Notably, they both excelled in subtest of auditory ability. Lastly, their attitudes toward character
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instruction were surveyed with items adopted from Ye (2013). Changes in their attitudes (if any)
are reported in the Results section.
Table 1.
Participant Background

4.2.Instructional Design
The present research was carried out by a junior researcher who is a native speaker and a
senior researcher who is a nonnative speaker of Chinese. The intervention was carried out in a
blended learning setting over 14 weeks in one semester, delivered by the junior researcher who
has taught Chinese as a foreign language for about eight years in the U.S.
The target proficiency level toward the end of the intervention was novice mid to novice
high according to ACTFL proficiency guidelines (Swender, Conrad & Vicars, 2012). The teaching
materials were theme-based, covering nine topics (greetings, time and date, shopping, family,
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dining, directions, making friends, making phone calls, and location). The learners were expected
to learn about 252 single- and multi-character new words.
For the early instruction case, characters were taught in the first week; whereas for the
delayed instruction case, characters were not taught until the fourth week. In the early introduction
case, characters were taught mainly through implicit methods. The students were exposed to
characters in vocabulary and text learning and exercises. The instructor did not provide any explicit
instruction in the first four weeks. Beginning in Week Five, the instructor started to introduce the
strategy of using radical awareness or morphological awareness, that is using familiar
phonetic/semantic radical in a character and familiar word parts in a two-character word to guess
new word sounds and meanings. The schedule for the two cases is illustrated in Table 2. Both
cases had about 20 hours exposure to oral and written Chinese by the end of Week Five.
From Week Six forward, the instruction was the same for the two cases: each week, the
learners first spent about three hours on a Chinese course titled Chinese for Beginners and
administered by Shanghai Transportation University via Coursera, then they joined a one-hour
individual face-to-face meeting with the same instructor. During the online independent learning
section, learners would practice new vocabulary items, listen to audios and watch videos, practice
conversations, read short texts in Chinese and culture notes, and complete quizzes to check their
understanding. During the face-to-face meetings, the instructor helped the learner to review and
practice conversations, answered questions raised by the learner, and administered a weekly unit
test.
Table 2.
Instructional Schedule
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Weekly schedule

Early instruction

Delayed instruction

1

Course introduction

Course introduction

pinyin & characters, Lesson One
Hello

Lesson One & Lesson Two
(researcher-developed file in
pinyin only)

2

Lesson Two What's the time?

Lesson Three & Lesson Four
(researcher-developed file in
pinyin only)

3

4

Lesson Three What do you want to

Lesson Five (researcher-developed

buy?

file in pinyin only)

Lesson Four Family

Review Lessons One to Three
online and learn characters

5

Lesson Five What would you like

Review Lessons Four & Five

to eat?

online and learn characters

6

Midterm test

Midterm test

7

Lesson Six Directions

Lesson Six Directions

8

Lesson Seven Phone number

Lesson Seven Phone number

9

Lesson Eight What's up

Lesson Eight What's up
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Lesson Nine Where's my

Lesson Nine Where's my

cellphone?

cellphone?

11

Holiday (no class)

Holiday (no class)

12

Review

Review

13

Final test

Final test

14

Delayed post-test

Delayed post-test

4.3. Assessment Instruments
Summative assessments were conducted at three time points, including mid-term, final, and
delayed post tests. The delayed post-test was administered one month after the intervention. The
assessment battery was adopted from Knell and West (2017) that tested participants oral and
written language competencies in Chinese respectively. Assessments consisted of two tasks (i.e.,
oral interview, and character and word recognition). In addition to the summative assessments,
weekly unit tests in the same format were administered to both participants, for a total of eight
tests per participant. Eight observations met the minimum requirements for time-series design
(Mellow, Reeder & Forster, 1996). Task instructions and sample items are described below.
There were two sections in the oral interview accuracy and fluency task. In the first section,
each participant was asked to answer 10 questions (e.g., Xi nz i j dian j f n? [What time is it
now?]). In the second section s/he was provided with pictures and responded to 10 questions in
relation to the pictures. For example, the researcher showed the participant a picture of the national
flag of the United Kingdom and asked T c ng n l lái? [Where is he from? ]. The maximum
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score possible for accuracy was 20. A fluency scale was generated on a five-point scale (after Knell
and West, 2017) (e.g., 1, Has great difficulty producing smooth expressions and often hesitates
when speaking; 5, almost always speaks smoothly with little or no hesitation or breaks.)
There were two sections in the character and word recognition task, with 16 items in the
first section and 10 items in the second section. In the first section, the researcher read aloud a
single character or a two-character word, and the participant were given a written multiple choice
response from which they selected the correct answer. In the second section, the format was the
same, but prompts were short sentences, with no more than 10 characters in each sentence.
It should be noted that it was impossible to replicate Knell and West s (2013) study by
adopting their instruments directly. Knell and West used traditional characters in their study,
whereas simplified characters were taught to the participants in this research. Also, since the
teaching materials were different, the researcher had to adjust the contents of several items in Knell
and West s assessment instruments. Lastly, no writing skills were tested in the research because
the two participants were not motivated to write Chinese characters but rather to read and type the
characters.
4.4. Data Analysis Procedures
Mixed methods were used to analyze the quantitative and qualitative data gathered in the research
(Creswell, 2015). Quantitative data generated from the time-series case design and descriptive
statistics are reported first, with oral language competence and written language competence as
the dependent variables. No inferential nonparametric statistical design has been undertaken due
to the numbers of cases and observations associated with each case in this research. Rather, we
followed previous time-series research approaches seen in in Applied Linguistics (e.g., Mellow et
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al., 1996) and reported changes in means and changes in trends by visual plotting (for reviews of
time-series designs in Applied Linguistics research, see Mellow, 2013). Qualitative data regarding
participants change in attitudes toward character teaching and learning included participants oral
and written responses to interviews and surveys. These comments were analyzed to monitor
participants attitude changes and what led to such changes (if any).
5. Results
The first goal of this study was to investigate any intraindividual and interindividual differences
between early instruction (EI) and delayed instruction (DI) learners in the development of their
oral and written skills over one semester of learning. Summative assessment results are shown in
Table 3. Regarding oral interview accuracy, the EI learner improved between mid-term and final
tests, yet her accuracy rate decreased sharply in the delayed post-test one month after the
intervention. The DI learner started strongly in oral interview, with an 80.00% accuracy rate, yet
the accuracy rate continued to drop (to 60.00% in the final test and to 38.33% in the delayed posttest). As to oral interview fluency, both learners performance was rated between the ranges of two
and three (five being the highest) across three time points. Finally, the EI learner did well in the
character and word recognition task consistently and maintained a 95.24% accurate rate in the
delayed post-test whereas the DI learner s accuracy rate was notably lower (73.81%).
Table 3.
Summative Assessment Results at Three Time Pints
Task

EI
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Mid-

Final

Delayed Mid-

term
Oral interview accuracy

Final

Delayed

term

68.33%

75.00%

33.33%

81.67%

60.00%

38.33%

Oral interview fluency

2.88

2.25

2.44

2.75

1.80

2.72

Character and word

76.19%

97.61%

95.24%

42.86%

71.43%

73.81%

rate

recognition accuracy rate

The participants also completed eight weekly tests, whose results served to track the
development of their oral and written language competencies. The results are illustrated in Table
4 and Figures 1-3. The EI learner s developmental trajectory for the first three unit tests followed
a U-shape turn. She started strongly in tasks measured by the three different indices; the score
decreased on the second test, and increased on the third test. For each of the next five tests her
performance was stable regarding oral interview accuracy and fluency; she performed better in the
character and word recognition tests. The DI learners performance in the first three unit tests was
surprisingly low, despite that no characters were taught during that time. He caught up in the final
two tests, with higher accuracy rates (both being 70.00%) than the EI learner (both being 60.00%).
However, he scored lower on the fluency tests than the EI learner. Also, his performance in the
character and word recognition overall was poor, with six test scores below chance level (33.33%).
The EI learner clearly outperformed the DI learner with regard to oral interview fluency and
character and word recognition accuracy. Her performance in oral interview accuracy tests was
also more stable and consistent than that of the DI learner.
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Table 4. Results of Weekly Unit Tests
Oral Interview Accuracy Rate
Unit test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

EI

83.30% 26.70%

55.00%

78.30%

51.70%

46.70%

60.00%

60.00%

DI

41.67% 36.67%

30.00%

35.00%

46.67%

35.00%

70.00%

70.00%

Oral Interview Fluency
Unit test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

EI

1.50

1.00

2.75

2.25

1.75

3.00

2.50

2.00

DI

1.50

2.00

1.00

1.00

2.50

1.25

1.25

1.25

Character and Word Recognition Accurate Rate
Unit test
EI
DI

1

2

3

100.00% 71.43%
42.86%

0.00%

4

5

6

7

8

89.29%

89.29% 100.00%

57.14%

78.57%

92.86%

14.29%

28.57%

35.71%

0.00%

0.00%
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Accuracy Rate

Figure 1. Oral Interview Accuracy
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Figure 2. Oral Interview Fluency
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Accuray Rate

Figure 3. Character and Word Recognition
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The second goal of the research is to examine any differences between EI and DI learners
attitudes regarding the timing of introducing characters. Participants oral and written responses
pre- and post-intervention were compared to determine any changes in attitude.
The EI learner did not show a change in attitude toward the timing of learning Chinese
characters (she wanted to learn characters from the beginning). She maintained that there were two
excellent reasons: characters are an important part of the Chinese language. There are many
homophones (i.e., the same pinyin can have many different meanings) in Chinese. In her final
reflection, she responded,
The characters are different, and a better way of learning is studying them right away.
But they are different enough that maybe slowly learning them would be good.
As to the DI learner, before the intervention cycle, he indicated that he preferred learning
characters in the middle of the first semester. A good reason for the delay was that it is too much
for students to learn all four skills from the very beginning . But he also acknowledged three
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excellent reasons to learn characters at the beginning: characters are an important part of the
Chinese language. Students eventually have to learn characters anyway. There are many
homophones (i.e., the same pinyin can have many different meanings) in Chinese. After the
intervention, his attitude shifted. He wished that he had learned characters from the beginning and
provided his emotive reasoning in written response:
Because I didn t learn them right away, I feel like that s a big factor into why I have
trouble reading them.
These findings suggest that there were both intraindividual and interindividual differences
between the EI and DI learners in the development of their oral and written competencies over one
semester in a blended learning setting. At the intraindividual level, the EI learner s oral and written
language competencies underwent consistent development while showing moderate improvement
in both oral and written language competencies. In contrast, the DI learner s developmental
trajectory was chaotic and development appeared sporadic while demonstrating improvement in
oral language competence only. His reading accuracy rate was below chance level.
At the interindividual level, there was no notable difference between the two learners
performance in oral interview accuracy rates; the EI learner outperformed the DI learner in oral
interview fluency and character and word recognition accuracy. As to learners attitudes toward
the timing of introducing characters, the EI learner and she retained her preference for learning
characters at theonset of instruction. The DI learner, however, pivoted substatially during the study;
he shifted his initial preference for delayed character instruction toward a belief that it is more
beneficial to learn character at the beginning of instruction. Both learners provided a linguistic
reason supporting an early introduction of characters: there are many homophones in Chinese,
which carry the same sounds but correspond to different characters and meanings.
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6. Discussion, Conclusions, Limitations and Implications
The findings of this research with American university novice-level learners of Chinese in a
blended learning indicate that early introduction of characters appears more beneficial for learners
development of both oral and written language competencies, which echoes Knell and West
(2013) s conclusions, yet contradicts Packard s (1990) findings. In addition, both learners
indicated a preference for early introduction of characters in the post-intervention survey. The
primary goal of this study was not to posit a definitive answer to the debate about the best timing
of character instruction. We are simply interested in exploring the influence of individual
differences and the potential interaction with intervention that could have led to our findings. The
two cases were similar in terms of their age, previous language learning background, language
aptitude and (high) motivation. Their contact hours in oral and written Chinese were manipulated
and controlled to ensure equal numbers of learning hours in each case. The notable difference is
their preference toward the timing of character instruction before intervention. The EI learner
preferred no delay, while the DI learner preferred a delay. The findings of this research might have
been different if the two cases had been switched and they were not assigned according to their
preferred instructional approach.
In the context of online learning or blended learning of Chinese as a foreign language in a
flexible manner, with learners of high-level language aptitude and motivation, teaching characters
at the beginning seems to be more beneficial for learners to develop both oral and written language
competencies.
It is noteworthy that the research design of this study is different from prior studies. Timeseries case design and delayed post testing were adopted in this research to track intraindividual
and interindividual differences over one semester s learning, whereas aggregative summative
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assessment scores based on different two interventional groups (i.e., a delay versus no delay) were
used in previous research to indicate changes between pre- and immediate post-tests due to
different types of interventions. In future research, at least four participant cases and eight
observations pre- and post-intervention for at least three time points are needed to for baseline data
collection and inferential statistical analysis (Mellow et al., 1996; Mellow, 2013).
Future research will also need to compare the effects of the different operationalizations of
the time delay (e.g., three to four weeks versus one semester over one year s formal learning) and
character instruction. As pointed out by DeFrancis (1966), a major error in Chinese reading
program is the obsession with how many characters a learner should know. Rather, instructional
attention should be paid to fostering students ability to use known word parts to learn novel
characters and words. Also, there is a need to reconceptualize the role of reading in promoting
content and language learning since existing Chinese programs in North America are heavily
reading-based anyway (see a reading-to-learn approach in Author, 2018; Zhang & Koda, 2018).
Finally, one alternative approach to address the issue of character instruction is to validate
empirically the cognitive load of reading pinyin only versus reading pinyin and characters
simultaneously in learners of Chinese as a foreign language. One oft-cited rationale for a delay in
character instruction is that learning the sounds and orthography simultaneously will increase
learners cognitive load. However, emergent research evidence suggests the alternative (e.g.,
Chung, 2007; Zhang et al., 2019). With the advance of technology, more research with learners of
Chinese as a foreign language in an online or blended learning environment is needed to test the
cognitive load hypothesis. It should be noted that no follow-up in-depth interview about learners
experience with blended learning was included in the present study. Researchers should consider
including more comprehensive interviews in future inquiries.
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Notes
1 IFEL, the Institute of Far Eastern Languages at Yale.
2 Ye (2013) also surveyed Chinese teachers beliefs in character instruction. Given the scope of
this study, the discussion is focused on learners beliefs only.
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Teaching and Learning Bei-Constructions: A Usage-Based Constructionist Approach
Jun Lang1
University of Oregon
Abstract: This article presents a pedagogical design based on corpus findings and shows the effects
of a usage-based constructionist approach to teaching and learning second language (L2) Chinese
bei passive constructions. I first conducted a corpus analysis and identified two high-frequency bei
subtypes [bei-Verb-le] and [bei-Verb Complement-le] as well as high-frequency exemplars of
verbs and verb complements that can enter the subtypes. I then used the corpus findings to inform
the instructional design and prioritized the teaching of high-frequency constructional subtypes. 23
intermediate-level L2 Chinese learners were randomly divided into an experimental group and a
control group. The two groups of learners were tested immediately after receiving instruction. The
results show that the experimental group significantly outperformed the control group for both
subtypes, indicating a positive effect of using the usage-based constructionist approach to teaching
and learning the bei-constructions. The implication of this study is that the integration of
theoretical linguistic research, corpus findings, and practical language teaching may improve L2
learning outcomes.
Keywords: usage-based constructionist approach, Chinese as a second language, grammar
teaching, bei-constructions
摘要:本文介绍了基于语料分析的被字句教学设计，并展示了该设计在教学上的效果。从
基于语言使用的构式语法理论出发，本文 先调查并确定了语料库中被字句的两个
子
构式[被-动词-了]和[被-动词-补语-了]， 后考察了可进入子构式的
动词与动补结
构。依据语料分析结果，课堂设计优先教授
结构及
示例，并组织交 型教学任务。
两组母语为英语的中级汉语学习者接受了不同的教学指导，并参加了 堂测试。结果表明，
接受本文教学设计的学生对两个被字构式的掌握都显著 于另一组学生。这说明基于语言
使用的构式语法理论对被字句的教授与学习有积极效果。这 教学研究的意义是结合语言
学理论、语料库研究和语言教学对二语学习有积极作用。
关键词:基于语言使用的构式语法，语料库研究，汉语教学，被字句
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1. Introduction
Grounded in Construction Grammar, constructionist approaches to language learning emphasize
the acquisition of form-meaning/function pairs (Fillmore 1988; Goldberg 1995, 2006, 2019).
Constructions can range from morphological and lexical units, e.g., 语言学

g

c,

c

itself is an example of the construction [N-学], over formulaic phrasal units, e.g., 便宜点吧 a
e c ea e and partially filled sentential units, e.g., [NP1 被 NP2-V-了], to discourse units, e.g.,
[ 不是我说你 I a

c

c

g

, clause] (Jing-Schmidt 2015; Lang 2018). Using a

longitudinal design, Taguchi, Li, and Xiao (2013) examined A e ca

ea e

de e

e

f

L2 Chinese formulaic constructions over a ten-week study abroad. They found that although
learners had significant improvement in formulae production, some of them lacked lexical and
syntactic knowledge to produce a native-like formulaic constructions. For example, when asking
to try on a hat at a store, students may produce the ungrammatical 可以戴？ Ca I
rather than the appropriate formulaic expression 可以试吗?

Ca I

?

? Their analysis of the

lexical and syntactic errors (i.e., the misuse of the verb and the lack of sentence final question
word) deserves attention from language instructors to draw on a constructionist approach to
teaching L2 formulaic expressions such as [可以 X 吗?] C

d I/

X?

It is worth noting that constructionist approaches to language learning are usage-based
(Goldberg 2013). Usage-based theories view second language (L2) acquisition as a cognitive
process in which language structures emerge from language use in a socio-cultural context
(Behrens 2009; Ellis 2015). As summarized by Jing-Schmidt (2019a), L2 grammar learning is
prototype-driven, exemplar-based, and sensitive to the frequency of language use. At all levels of
language learning, the frequency of language input plays a strong role and has an important impact
on cognitive representation. Language users store high-frequency language patterns in memory
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and retrieve them from previously experienced language usage events (Bybee 2006). Frequency
effects in language processing occur at various input levels from phonology to formulaic language,
and from syntax to language comprehension, all of which emerge from language use (Ellis 2002).
This is evident in L2 acquisition when learners constantly encounter high-frequency utterances
around them and are ready to produce them as unanalyzed wholes that reflect form-function
mappings. In addition, human categorization ability enables language users to sort and produce
novel utterances based on similarity to high-frequency exemplars (Bybee 2006). Repetition of
these exemplars reinforces the connection between prototypical features and the category so that
high-frequency exemplars are more rapidly recognized and utilized by language learners (Ellis
2002).
Usage-based constructionist approaches have been applied to L2 teaching and learning (see
Tyler 2010 for a review) and found to be effective (Boyd & Goldberg 2009). However, this
approach to L2 Chinese teaching and learning has only garnered attention from a few researchers
(e.g., Jing-Schmidt, Peng & Chen 2015, Lu 2017). For example, Jing-Schmidt, Peng and Chen
(2015) used corpus findings to inform teaching and learning of the multifunctional baconstructions in a communicative context. They first searched ba-constructions in the Peking
University Center for Chinese Linguistics (CCL) corpus and identified 17 constructional subtypes.
They then identified high-frequency collocates that are functional prototypes for four highest
frequency subtypes (i.e., locative, directional, resultative, and metamorphic). The findings suggest
that these high-frequency subtypes should hold more pedagogical priority over other subtypes.
Their proposed teaching plan also guides learners to first learn high-frequency exemplars of the
four subtypes (e.g., 放到桌子上 put (it) on the table , 拿进来 bring in , 扔掉 throw away , 切
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成丝 c

into shreds ) in real-world contexts. Therefore, learners can reinforce and internalize

form-meaning/function mappings through explicit and repeated usage events.
2. Literature review
Chinese bei-constructions are typically used to describe adversative events. This negative semantic
inheritance is not found in the English passive voice. Research on L2 Chinese acquisition has
shown that bei-constructions are challenging for Chinese as foreign language (CFL) learners
whose first language (L1) is English (Dai 2017, Huang et al. 2007, Wang & Xu 2015). Dai (2017)
examined English- ea

g CFL ea e

argument. 他被批评了

He

a c

ac

f

c ed

e bei-construction without an external

one example of the bei construction without an

external argument because it does not indicate the agent of the action criticizing, whereas 他被老

师批评了 He a c

c ed by

e eac e

a

ee e a a g

e

the teacher. Dai found that

learners initially tend to equate bei with by in English passives, and therefore they were unable to
accept bei-constructions when the external argument was absent; however, higher-proficiency
learners showed a higher ability to accept this type of bei-construction. Wang and Xu (2015)
investigated the L2 acquisition of unmarked passives, e.g., 杯子打碎了 T e c
pieces, and marked passives, e.g., 杯子被(他)打碎了 T e c

a b

e

a b

e

ece (b

).

They found that learners produced more unmarked passives than marked passives. Huang, Yang,
Gao, Zhang, and Cui (2007) investigated the acquisition of bei constructions by examining a
corpus of CFL interlanguage. They also asked English-speaking CFL learners to make sentences
using the bei structure and complete a grammatical judgment test. In the sentence-making task,
action verbs (e.g., 踢门

c ad

) and verbs indicating results (e.g., 晒干衣服 d

c

e )

were examined by asking learners to make Chinese sentences based on a given verb and a given
noun (e.g., 打球 play a ba ) f

eac

e e ce. The grammatical judgement test involved both
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grammatical and ungrammatical sentences with different types of verbs. They found that the
learners had difficulty in making grammatical bei-constructions, but their findings suggest that
learners are aware of semantic restrictions of bei-construction: telicity and perfectiveness, which
are realized by achievement verbs (e.g. find) and aspect markers (e.g. le) in the construction.
Adopting a constructionist approach, Chen and Liu (2020) examined how L2 learners acquire bei
constructions in a classroom setting without manipulating the input. They found that the learners
were not yet able to associate the bei-construction with its prototypical meaning of adversity at an
early stage; however, the advanced learners demonstrated the ability for form-meaning mapping
in acquiring bei-constructions and were also able to use the construction in context appropriately.
Their findings suggest that like many other constructions (e.g., Ellis & Ferreira Junior 2009; Wulff
et al. 2009), L2 Chinese bei passive constructions are also learned by acquiring form-function
pairings.
To summarize, although English-speaking CFL learners have difficulty acquiring beiconstructions at early acquisitional stages, as they progress, they are able to accept more subtypes
of bei-constructions, becoming more aware of semantic restrictions, and showing a stronger ability
of form-meaning mapping. However, it has been unknown whether teaching interventions can
facilitate the acquisition of bei-constructions at a lower-proficiency level. The goal of this study is
to present a pedagogical plan designed for intermediate-level learners and report the effects of a
usage-based constructional approach to teaching and learning bei constructions.
3. A preliminary corpus analysis of bei-constructions
In order to inform the instructional design and prioritize high-frequency bei subtypes in teaching,
I collected corpus data and analyzed the concordance types. The analysis was based on
contemporary language data from the Peking University CCL corpus. I first conducted keyword
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expression searches for the construction [bei-V-le] where the lengths of the word between bei and
le range from 1 to 2. This process retrieved a total of 721 tokens of bei-constructions containing
one-syllable words and 742 tokens of those containing two-syllable words. I then imported the
data into AntConc, a corpus analysis toolkit for concordancing and text analysis, and ran a KWIC
(key word in context) search using the regular expression function. This process yielded a total of
236 collocate types for monosyllabic verbs and a total of 592 collocate types for disyllabic verbs.
Figure 1 presents the top 10 high-frequency monosyllabic and disyllabic verbs used in [beiV-le]. It is worth noting that the disyllabic verbs also include Verb-Complement structures such
as 打破 b ea (

ece ). Figure 2 shows the top 10 types of [bei-V-Complement-le], as a

subtype of bei-constructions, found in the corpus data. Both Figure 1 and Figure 2 have character,
pinyin, and glossing of each type on the vertical axis, and their corresponding frequencies on the
horizontal axis.
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Figure 1. Top 10 types of monosyllabic verbs (left) and top 10 types of disyllabic verbs (right) in
Subtype 1 [bei-V-le] ranked in token frequency
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Figure 2. Top 20 types of complements in Subtype 2 [bei-V-Complement-le] ranked in token
frequency

The corpus results reveal that, f

e ac

ec

e

e

ec

e, over 90% of the

events indicated by the bei-constructions are negative, while only less than 10% of the events are
positive or neutral, suggesting that the central meaning of bei-constructions is more often to
indicate an adversative event to the recipient of the action. The corpus findings shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2 are twofold. First, monosyllabic verbs tend to be more frequently used than disyllabic
verbs in the bei-constructions. Second, the subtype [bei-V-Complement-le] is less frequently used
than [bei-V-le], indicating that Subtype 1 [bei-V-le] should be taught earlier than Subtype 2 [beiV-Complement-le]. However, we should bear in mind that learners might not be exposed to certain
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types in [bei-V-le] (e.g., 判 sentence, 捕 arrest, 剥夺 deprive, 赋予 entrust ) as frequently as
native speakers, and thus these words could be difficult to learn. Language teachers should take
into consideration the frequency and difficulty of these words used in the constructional subtypes
before teaching. Considering the prototypical verbs that are more commonly seen in daily life as
well as the proficiency level of learners, I selected 打
f d,

,

bea and 偷

ea and 发现

d c e from Figure 1 and incorporated them into the instructional design for Subtype

1 [bei-V-le]. Other high-frequency verbs such as 批评 c

c e, a d

c d were also selected.

For Subtype 2, the Verb-Complements were selected from Figure 2 to raise learner

awareness

that the complements are required in this type of bei-construction to indicate results of the action.
4. Instructional design
4.1 Participants and settings
The instructional plan was designed to teach a 50-minute intermediate Chinese language class at
an American university. This university offers Chinese language courses from Elementary Chinese
to Advanced Chinese. 23 learners from Intermediate II Chinese participated in this study. They
were randomly divided into two groups. One group was assigned as the experimental group and
the other the control group. The experimental group consisted of 12 learners who received the
instructional intervention, whereas the control group had 11 learners who did not receive the same
intervention, but instructions and exercises offered by the textbook they were using (Appendix I).
As reported by the instructors of the participants, the learners had already learned VerbComplement structures (e.g., directional complements and resultative complements) as well as
basic ba-constructions.
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4.2 Teaching intervention procedures
This usage-based constructionist teaching intervention was only implemented in the experimental
group. The major objectives of the teaching intervention include the following items:
(1) Major functions of bei-constructions: Students will understand that bei-constructions mainly
describe typically adversative events to the subject/object.
(2) Form-meaning/function mapping: Students will learn two high-frequency subtypes of beiconstructions [bei-V-le] and [bei-VC-le]. Students will be able to properly produce beiconstructions.
A PowerPoint presentation was created to be used as the teaching intervention material
with the experimental group. Detailed teaching procedures are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Lesson plan
Time

Procedures
Activity and

InterStep-by-step description

objectives
7 mins

Activity:

Materials
action

1.

T shows Ss pictures and the corresponding Chinese sentences

T-Ss

Pictures,

S work in

with bei-constructions. Note that English translations are not

Ss-Ss

PPT

groups to

provided to the Ss in this section.

(group

figure out the

work)

form,
meaning, and

(1)

他被车撞了。

function of
beiconstructions
(2)

这个孩子被爸爸打了。
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Objective:
Introduce the
major form,
function &
meaning of

(3)

我的作业被狗吃了。

(4)

她的手机被偷走了。

beiconstruction.

2.

Ss work in groups to figure out the form, meaning and function
of bei-constructions:
(1) the similarities of these events,
(2) the reasons for using bei in the sentences,
(3) the generalization of forms/structures (e.g. how S, V, O and
are structured in the sentences)

3.

Ss to report their findings

4.

Based on Ss f d g , T confirms that:
(1) This is a passive construction
(2) Unlike English, this construction is used when the event is
adversative to the subject.
(3) Form generalization: S1+被 (+S2)+V+了
(V typically shows a bad event. S2 can be omitted)

7 mins

Objective:

5.

Introduce

T confirms the form of Subtype 1:

PPT

[S1+被 (+S2)+V 了]

Subtype 1 and
the most

T-Ss

Action Verb (transitive verb)
6.

T shows Ss:

commonly
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used verbs in

Verbs (Group1): some high-frequency verbs in spoken Chinese

Subtype1.

偷，打，咬， 抓， ，撞，吃，喝，杀， ，批评，发现
Verbs (Group 2): some commonly used verbs. Most of them are
used in written Chinese 拒绝，取消，打破，打败，淘汰，感

动，吸引
(Note that 感动 and 吸引 are not used to denote bad events)
-

Example sentences containing words in Group 1 are shown
with pictures.

-

Verbs in Group2 will be introduced in the next class sections,
not this section.

4 mins

Activity:

7.

After Ss learned this structure and most commonly used verbs,

Ss-Ss

Pictures,

Pictures

T shows pictures to prompt students to use the correct words in

Pair

PPT

prompt output

the sentence. Ss work in pairs to fill in the blanks or describe

work

of bei-

the pictures. For example:

T-Ss

constructions

Objective:
Review the

他______。

newly learned

(Answer: 被(大家)批评了)

verbs in
Subtype1.

学生上 玩手机_______。
(Answer: 被(老师)发现了)
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________________。
(Answer: 他的手机被偷了。/ 小偷偷手机被老人发现了。)

5 mins

Activity:
Describe

8.

Ss report their answers.

9.

T gives Ss immediate corrective feedback.

10. T introduces Subtype 2:
(1) Ss describe the following pictures using bei-constructions:

T-Ss

Pictures,

S-Ss

PPT

pictures using
beiconstructions

Objective:
Introduce
Subtype2

Ss may produce some errors (e.g. not using resultative
complements)
(2) T shows Ss correct sentences:

汽车被压坏了。 老人被撞倒了。
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她被气死了。

他的帽子被( )吹走了。

学生的手机被(老师)拿走了。
(3) T asks Ss to notice the difference between their answers
and the correct ones in order to emphasize the necessity of
using resultative complements to show results of the action
in Subtype 2.
3 mins

Activity:

11. Ss work in pairs to generalize the structure of the second

Group work:

Ss-Ss

subtype of bei-construction.

PPT

T-Ss

Generalize the
form of

12. Ba ed

subtype 2

S a

e ,Tc

f

e form of Subtype2:

S1+被+(S2)+Verb Complement+了

Objective:
Introduce the
form of
Subtype 2
5 mins

Activity:

13. Ss work in pairs to brainstorm all the possible Verb

Ss-Ss

Brainstorm:

Complements (VCs) that can be used in this structure and write

What VC can

down their answers

PPT

T-Ss

be used in
Subtype 2?

Objective:
Introduce
high-

14. T introduces and groups some high-frequency VCs:
-

V-到 (e.g. 找到/买到/听到)

-

V-掉 (e.g. 吃掉/喝掉/用掉/花掉/擦掉/撕掉)

-

V-走 (e.g. 带走/拿走/偷走/借走/吹走/开走)

-

V-死 (literal:打死 ; hyperbole: 吓死/气死/吵死/烦死)

-

V-坏 (e.g. 压坏/撞坏/玩坏/弄坏/用坏)

frequency
VCs in
Subtype 2.
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15. T shows Ss a short video clip of Tom and Jerry and describe

Watch and

what happened

describe

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaX3hvrZDJA)

T-Ss

Video

T-Ss

Kahoot

For example,
Objective:

苹果呢？

Review the

肉呢？

form-meaning
pairs of

苹果被 Tom 吃了。
肉被 Jerry 拿走了。

他的牙呢？

被打掉了。

Tom 怎么了？ 被 Tyke 打了。

Subtypes 1
and 2 in
context
10

Activity:

mins

Kahoot game
Objective:

Jerry 呢？ 被 Tom 和 Tyke 气死了。

合同呢？ 合同被 Tyke 撕掉了。
16. Ss answer questions using Kahoot (See 4.3 for detailed
information)

website &
App

17. T gives corrective feedback

Assessment
1 min

Summary,
homework

18. T reminds Ss of the major function (describing bad event) and
the form of Subtype1 and Subtype 2 of bei-constructions to
reinforce the form-meaning/function mapping.
19. Homework: S
/ e

c

g

da

a ea
e

de e

e bad e

ed N

e e ce

g

bei-constructions.

4.3 Classroom assessment
Immediately after the teaching section (usage-based constructionist instruction in the experimental
group and a traditional approach in the control group), the two groups of participants respectively
received an in-class assessment on Kahoot, an online game-based learning platform that offers
multiple-choice quizzes. I used Kahoot as an assessment tool for two reasons. First, it allows the
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teacher and students to immediately see reports of how many correct and incorrect answers learners
gave for each question. The teacher can gain a picture of how learners understand and produce the
target construction and adjust their teaching based on the correct rate. As such, students can learn
from the corrective feedback and explanation given by the teacher. Second, as an interactive tool,
Kahoot creates a relaxing and positive learning atmosphere as well as reduces test anxiety in the
classroom.
T e

ea e

ab

correctly use bei-constructions, I included seven target sentences

of bei-constructions, with three sentences using Subtype 1 [bei-V-le] and four sentences using
Subtype 2 [bei-VC-le]. The quiz was designed with pictures to pro

de

d c

e

form of multiple choices (See Appendix II). For example, learners were presented with Figure 3
with four options and only one option was correct. Learners were given one minute to think and
select a proper sentence for each picture.

A.
B.
C.
D.

他被老板批评了。
老板被批评了。
他批评了老板。
老板被他批评了。

Figure 3. An example of picture prompts and multiple choices in the assessment

5. Results
The assessment reports were saved on Kahoot and downloaded for analysis. Statistical analysis
and data visualization were conducted in RStudio (Version 1.3.1056). The assessment included a
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total of seven questions with each correct answer worth one point 2 . Figure 4 shows that the
accuracy ranges from 1 to 7 with a mean score of 3.45 in the control group and ranges from 4 to 7
in the experimental group with a mean score of 5.58 in the experimental group. The overall mean
accuracy for the experimental group was 79.76%, whereas the overall mean accuracy for the
control group was 49.35%. A t-test for independent samples was conducted to test whether the
mean accuracy in the two groups was equal. The level of significance was set at p = .05. It shows
that the 12 participants who received the teaching intervention (M = 5.58, SD = 1.08) significantly
outperformed the 11 participants in the control group (M = 3.45, SD = 2.25) for both subtypes,
t(14) = -2.85, p =.01, indicating a positive effect of using the usage-based constructionist approach
to teaching and learning bei-constructions.

Figure 4. A boxplot of scores of the control group and the experimental group

2

This study did not adopt Kahoot scoring system where accuracy, speed and answer streak
determine the final score. Because speed and answer streak are not the focus of this study, I only
included accuracy when assessing student learning outcomes.
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Two subtypes of bei-constructions were tested in both groups. Subtype 1 is the highest
frequency bei-construction [bei-V-le], and Subtype 2 [bei-VC-le] contains Verb-Complement
structure. Figure 5 shows the mean percentages of correct answers given by the experimental group
and the control group by subtypes. The experimental group had similar percentages of correct
answers for both subtypes, with Subtype 1 receiving 1.5% more correct answers than Subtype 2,
whereas the control group performed better for Subtype 2 (M = 2.18, SD = 1.25) than Subtype 1
(M = 1.27, SD = 1.19), but the mean difference was not significant t(20)= -1.75, p = .10. When
observing the performances between groups, I found that the experimental group (M = 2.41, SD
= .90) performed significantly better than the control group (M = 1.27, SD = 1.19) in choosing
correct answers for Subtype 1, t(19)= -2.58, p = .02. The experimental group (M = 3.17, SD = .72)
also significantly outperformed the control group (M = 2.18, SD = 1.25) for Subtype 2, t (16) = 2.29, p = .04. The findings suggest that the usage-based constructionist teaching intervention was
effective for students to learn high-frequency subtypes of bei-constructions.

Figure 5. Performance of the control group and the experimental group in choosing correct
bei-constructions by subtypes
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Figure 6 presents the percentage of correct answers for each question given by learners in
the experimental group and the control group. It shows the experimental group outperformed the
control group for all questions. Among the seven questions, the correctness for Q2 by the
experimental group (M = .92, SD = .29) was significantly higher than that by the control group
(M = .27, SD = .47), t(16)= -3.94, p =.001. Figure 6 also shows that Q1 and Q6 received lower
ratings in the experimental group, while the control group had trouble answering more questions
(e.g., Q1, Q2, Q5, and Q6) with Q2 receiving the lowest scores.

Figure 6. Performance of the control group and the experimental group in choosing correct
bei-constructions by questions

6. Discussion
The usage-based approach to teaching and learning Chinese as a foreign language (CFL) has not
been widely studied. By exploring whether a usage-based constructionist teaching intervention
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affects CFL learning of bei-constructions, this study filled a gap in the literature. This instructional
design focused on two high-frequency subtypes of bei-constructions containing prototypical
lexical terms, the forms of which are mapped onto the constructional meaning of negative semantic
inheritance: indicating adversative events. The teaching intervention emphasized this formmeaning mapping and introduced high-frequency patterns and prototypical examples to assist
learning. In the practicing section, learners were able to interact in a communicative context so
that the constructional schema was strengthened and the L2 production was increased. By contrast,
learners in the control group who received the instruction and exercises offered by the textbook
focused more on the form and failed to develop the form-mapping ability. While the textbook
emphasized on the negative connotation conveyed by the passive-voice structures, the
presentations did not provide high-frequency exemplars in real-world communication. More
importantly, the exercises (i.e., translation from English to Chinese) failed to provide context of
use. Without context, learners do not know when and where to use the constructions in real-world
language use (Jing-Schmidt 2015, 2019b). The findings show that learners who received the usagebased constructionist intervention performed significantly better than those who did not receive it
in selecting correct bei-constructions to describe corresponding pictures. The results suggest that
the teaching intervention using a usage-based constructionist approach provided in Section 4.2
yielded a positive learning outcome with regard to the two high-frequency subtypes of beiconstructions.
While the usage-based constructionist teaching intervention was effective compared to
form-focused teaching methods, learners in the experimental group have not yet reached a perfect
level of nativeness in terms of the accuracy of production. This could be due to the complexity of
the interface between forms and semantics of bei-constructions, which impacts the cognitive level
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of L2 processing. First, in the bei-constructions, the recipient is usually included while the agent
can be either omitted or added. For example, Q1 in the assessment received the lowest ratings by
the experimental group for the target answer 他被老板批评了 He a c
correct answer included both the recipient 他

c ed b

eb

. The

e and the agent 老板 b s, while the teaching

intervention might have focused on more examples of the pattern where the agent was omitted and
the learners might have paid less attention to this low-salience form. As pointed out by Ellis (2006),
the process of L2 associative learning can be affected by salience. It is reasonable to first introduce
the form of high salience (i.e. the less complex pattern without an agent) before presenting the
form of low salience (i.e. the more complex pattern with an agent). However, if the low salience
cue did not attract sufficient attention from learners, it could cause learner confusion in terms of
whether and when the agent should be added. Therefore, future instructions should allow learners
to notice forms of low salience and raise their awareness that both including and omitting the agent
in some subtypes of bei-constructions are grammatical. When students are introduced to more
subtypes such as [bei-V transformation] (e.g., 被选为总统

a e ec ed

e de

),

e

c

should point out that the agent here is most likely to be omitted.
Second, a wide variety of Verb Complement (VC) structures can enter the subtype [bei-VC-le] to indicate the result caused by the action. This requires learners to have prototypical
examples of VC structures in their repertoire before they learn bei-constructions. Among the four
target VC structures in the assessment, 气死 a g
by 吹走 b

a a ,压坏 c

first learn V 死 dea

a d 拿走

dea

a ea a . I

g

before other VC structures because V 死

meaning and is frequently encountered in daily life (e.g.
dea

ece ed e g e

). This is probably why Q7 (气死 a g
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dea

a
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and 热死了
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both groups. Other VC combinations, such as V 走 a a

and V 坏 b

e , might not be

systematically learned and therefore are less familiar to learners. The unfamiliarity of basic
structures impedes learners from acquiring complex structures, which can be viewed as
misconnections as described by MacWhinney (2012). He observed that short connections process
similar items sorted into clusters, while long-distance connections between separate items result
in navigating towards the L1. However, proceduralization and chunking can restrain
misconnections. Proceduralization provides flexible variations by transferring new knowledge into
the operating procedure, whereas chunks are processed as unanalyzed wholes by soldering items
into a single unit. In addition, repeated practice and faster speed of lexical access can boost fluency.
This suggests that VC structures, as important constituents in notoriously difficult constructions
such as ba-constructions and bei-constructions, can be learned in chunks. The chunks should also
be repeatedly presented so that learners can process them faster and produce them with ease. All
of these should gain sufficient attention starting from lower levels of Chinese learning and teaching.
Finally, limitations of the study and ensuing suggestions for future research and teaching
need to be considered. First, the instructional plan was designed to teach only two subtypes of beiconstructions based on a preliminary search and analysis of corpus data from written language use;
further work involving colloquial usage of bei-constructions with more quantitative corpus-based
evidence is required to uncover more subtypes of bei-constructions and more real-life examples to
inform CFL teaching. Second, ideally, the assessment should elicit learner written or oral
production rather than an answer from multiple choices in a test containing a small set of questions.
Therefore, future assessment design should include more questions involving various lexical items
and new sentences that were not presented to learners in the teaching intervention to better test
ea e

f

-meaning mapping ability. Third, the teaching intervention was only implemented
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to a small size of learners. Future studies should recruit more learners to test robustness of the
findings. Finally, the objectives of the instructional plan might be too ambitious to achieve within
a 50-minute class. Future teaching plans might as well use a whole class section to engage students
to learn and practice only one subtype. The next subtype can be taught when learners have
mastered the previous subtype and when they are ready to learn more form-meaning pairs.
Despite the limitations, this study and the teaching plan make a meaningful empirical and
pedagogical contribution to CFL research and teaching practices. The significance of this paper is
situated in the demonstration of how L2 Chinese learning benefits from the integration of linguistic
theories into CFL teaching. More pedagogical plans using a theoretical approach are needed, and
the teaching and learning outcomes should be evaluated. In concluding this pedagogical report, I
join Jing-Schmidt (2015) and Tao (2016) in calling for more empirical studies that integrate
theoretical linguistic research and practical language teaching.
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Appendix I

Textbook presentations and exercises for the control group:
A sentence in the passive voice can be constructed with 被/叫/让 as follows:
Receiver of the action + 被/叫/让 + agent of the action + verb + other element
(complement/le, etc.)
1. 我的功课被/叫/让狗吃了。My homework was eaten by my dog.
2. 你买的那些书被/叫/让你的女朋友拿去了。The books that you bought were taken
away by your girlfriend.
3. 糟糕，你的网球拍被/叫/让我压坏了。Oh gosh, your tennis racket was crushed [by
me].
4. 你看，我的梨被/叫/让你的西瓜压坏了。Take a look. My pears were crushed by your
watermelon.

In Chinese, the passive voice is not used as often as it is in English. It often carries negative
connotations and usually appears in situations that are unpleasant for the receiver of the
action, or in situations where something is lost. As in the ba structure, the verb is usually
followed by another element, such as a complement or le. In a passive-voice sentence with
被/叫/让, the agent of the action does not always have to be specified. If the agent of the
action is someone that is not identifiable or need not be identified, it can be referred to
simply as 人.

5. 我的信用卡被/叫/让人拿走了。My credit card was taken away.
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6. 同学们在教室又唱又跳，他快被吵死了。 His classmates are singing and dancing in
the classroom. The noise is driving him to distraction.

被 sometimes can be used in a positive sense, but we will not discuss it in detail here.

In the textbook and workbook exercises, students are asked to translate the following English
sentences into Chinese using passive voice structures.

His homework was eaten by his dog.
His coffee was drunk by his sister.

________________________
________________________

His credit card was taken away from him by his mother.
His car was driven to school by his brother.

________________________

________________________

The birthday gift that he was going to his friend was crushed by the sofa.
________________________
A: How come my tennis ball is not round anymore?
B: I am sorry. It got crushed by the sofa.

________________________

________________________

Appendix II Assessment Questions
Q1: Which sentence can correctly describe this picture?

A.
B.
C.
D.

他被老板批评了。
老板被批评了。
他批评了老板。
老板被他批评了。
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Q2: Which sentence can correctly describe this picture?

A.
B.
C.
D.

孩子被 了。
妈妈被 了。
妈妈被孩子 了。
孩子 妈妈了。

Q3: Which sentence can correctly describe this picture?
A．老人撞了。
B． 车被撞了。
C． 老人被撞了。
D．车被撞了。

Q4: Which sentence can correctly describe this picture?

A.
B.
C.
D.

他的帽子吹了。
他的帽子被吹走了。
他的帽子被吹了。
他被帽子吹了。

Q5: Which sentence can correctly describe this picture?

A.
B.
C.
D.

他被车压了。
他的车压了。
他的车被压坏了。
车被他压坏了。

Q6: Which sentence can correctly describe this picture?
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A．学生的手机被拿走了。
B． 老师被拿了手机。
C． 学生被手机拿走了。
D．学生的手机被拿了。
Q7: Which sentence can correctly describe this picture?

A．她被气了。
B． 她被气死了。
C． 生气被她了。
D．她被生气。
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How to Engage Chinese as a Heritage Language Learner? From Student Engagement
Perceptions to Instructional Design and Practice
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Abstract: This study discusses how to engage Chinese as Heritage Language Learners in their
Chinese learning by exploring the characteristics of Chinese as Heritage Language learners and
their perceptions of engagement elements. The qualitative study employs engagement surveys to
understand students' perceptions of four engagement elements to figure out the indicators and
facilitators of engagement to offer implications for instructional design. The results show that
students at different language levels have different learning needs and learning interests, however,
reading and writing skills are students' primary learning needs at all levels. Furthermore, the
diverse modes of communication (e.g., teacher and student interaction, peer interaction) and
instant feedback from the teacher are crucial for student language learning achievement. The
results also show that the teaching of language skills (e.g., writing and speaking skills) and
research-related assignments could encourage students to take a more active role in their learning
process. Therefore, to engage Chinese as a Heritage Language learners, the difficulty level of the
course should be balanced through the semester; the topics of the class should be distinctive from
each other to trigger student interests for communication and discussion. At the same time, the
instructor should create an open and communicative learning environment for various modes of
communication. Besides, to enhance students Chinese learning achievement, the instructors
should use life-related learning and teaching materials and employ new technologies to create
sufficient opportunities for students to practice what they have learned.
Keywords: CHL learners; student engagement; CHL instructional design
摘 :
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和交流热情。
实
材料创
实
境。 三，教师在教学中应 极地
流
任务，为学 创 多样化 交流环境。
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Contextual Background

Ryan s (2013) research shows that Chinese is the third most spoken language at home in
the United States after English and Spanish, McGinnis (2008) pointed out that this trend leads to
a growing number of CHL learners in classrooms and the resulting need to teach this unique
population appropriately. According to Li and Duff (2008), in many learning situations, CHL
learners may lack a commitment to their learning process, and critical questions concerning CHL
learning at the university remain. There is a raising need for a discussion on how to engage CHL
learners in their Chinese learning. To date, there is no specific research showing how learning
materials and classroom instructions could be designed to engage CHL learners in an active role
in learning and using the target language. This research paper explores CHL student engagement
perceptions of the Chinese courses in an American university to articulate the conditions and
elements for engaging CHL students of different learning levels. Further, based on student
engagement perceptions, the follow-up improvements for instructional design are discussed and
enacted.
Valdés (2001) defines a heritage learner as a person

"who is raised in a home where a

non-English language is spoken, who speaks or merely understands the heritage language, and
who is to some degree bilingual in English and the heritage language" (p. 38). Because different
homes have different traditions and ways of living. Heritage learners are not exposed to the same
language environment and, therefore, their degree of bilingual in English and the heritage language
varies. CHL learners are no exceptions. Their language skills differ due to the variation of their
cultural experiences, socio-psychological contexts, and the amount of schooling in the home
country (He & Xiao, 2008). Hendryx (2008) classifies CHL learners into five proficiency groups.
Learners in the lowest proficiency level have very little linguistic knowledge of Chinese and know
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only words and phrases. They do not possess listening abilities. Level two learners have some
speaking and listening skills. However, the abilities are not well-developed. Learners in the third
level possess higher speaking and listening skills but only marginal reading and writing abilities.
Level four learners, according to Hendryx (2008), are speakers who are "fluent or nearly fluent in
a dialect of Chinese but have little knowledge of spoken Mandarin." Learners in the highest level
have balanced and well-developed skills in speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills.
From Hendryx's (2008) distinction in the proficiency of CHL learners, we can see that
lower-level Chinese heritage learners have mismatched proficiencies in reading/writing and
speaking/listening. This difference could be the result of the unique learning environment to which
the CHL learners were exposed. CHL learners mainly acquired their HL in family environments.
Chinese was restricted to oral daily family interactions. Reading and writing were not emphasized.
Therefore, CHL learners are usually illiterate in Chinese (Dai & Zhang, 2008). In addition, age of
acquisition and type and amount of input are also crucial factors to understand HL learners
linguistic abilities (Montrul, 2012). CHL learners have a wide range of age of acquisition and type
and amount of input. This leads to a wide variety of vocabulary and grammar knowledge among
students. The difference in the learning environment, age of acquisition, and type and amount of
input together contribute to the heterogeneousness of lower-level Chinese learners.
High-proficiency CHL learners have more balanced proficiencies in the four areas
(listening, speaking, reading, and writing) if we do not take regional variation into consideration.
However, CHL learners come from different dialect regions. Hendryx (2008) classifies highproficiency dialect speakers as level four proficiency learners while Mandarin speakers as level
five proficiency learners. This classification privileges Mandarin speakers over dialect speakers.
Although not all institutions follow Hendryx's classification when placing CHL learners, the
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placement of dialect speakers, especially high-proficiency dialect speakers, is problematic for
programs that only offer Mandarin classes.
The heterogeneity of CHL learners poses challenges for language educators. CHL classes
often face the challenge of designing materials that match the students imbalanced skills.
Materials that are suitable for the students reading/writing abilities may be too easy for their
speaking/listening abilities. Students who are placed at lower-level classes may find the class to
be too easy due to their relatively higher speaking/listening ability and, therefore, are less engaged.
Moreover, CHL learners perceive attribution to their failure and success differently than other
language learners. For CHL learners, they tend to attribute success to external factors (e.g., the
help from teachers and parents) and failure to internal factors (e.g., themselves) (Wen, 2011).
Learners attribution may affect the amount of effort put in, strategies applied, and long-term goals
in language learning (Weiner, 1985). Instructors of CHL learners should be aware of the unique
needs and qualities of CHL learners and promote an engaging and encouraging environment to
assist the learning process.
Theoretical Framework
Designing classroom instruction and using pedagogy built on engagement principles,
educators could facilitate learners active participation, which in turn could lead to engagement
(Egbert & Ernst-Slavit, 2010). This section serves to explore such engagement facilitators from
theories.
Defining Engagement
A growing body of research shows that engagement is one component that can positively
influence an individual s learning, and highly engaged learners show higher achievement than less
engaged learners (Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000; Lin, 2011; Newmann, 1992; Shernoff et al., 2003).
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According to researchers, student engagement is an educational concept that works to explain how
and why students learn; this concept is primarily defined as involvement during learners
learning process (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Dörnyei & Ushida, 2011; Meltzer & Hamann, 2004).
Csikszentmihalyi s (1990) Flow Theory presents that when students experience flow (deeply
engaged), they will: concentrate on what they are doing; not worry about failures; have selfconsciousness evaporate; and experience a distorted sense of time. Flow Theory suggests that flow
experiences (characterized by a balance between challenge and skills and by a person's interest,
control, and focused attention during a task) can lead to optimal learning.
Student engagement has received wide attention in recent years. The consensus of the
conceptualization of engagement is yet to reach due to different perspectives and contexts that
research is situated in. Most of student engagement definitions, such as energy in action (Russel
et al., 2005), energized, directed, and sustained actions (Skinner et al, 2009, p. 225), visible and
invisible actions that learners take toward learning (Oga-Baldwin, 2019, p. 9) highlight action
in this psychological construct. Engagement is also widely acknowledged as multifaceted,
comprising behavioral (acting), emotional (feeling), cognitive (thinking), and agentic (making)
dimensions (Fedricks et al., 2004; Reeve & Tseng, 2011). Following this perspective, language
researchers have investigated engagement in the language classroom, adding social (collaborating)
as another dimension, and suggested engagement should focus on learning goals and processes of
language learning (e.g., Philp & Duchesne, 2016; Svalberg, 2009).
Other researchers define engagement as a construct that has multiple dimensions (e.g.,
behavior, cognition, affection, and motivation) (Dörnyei, 2003; Lin, 2012; Lutz et al., 2006). Their
studies show that when students are engaged in a learning task, at the affective level, they feel
happy and joyful; at the behavioral level, they show active participation; at the cognitive level,
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they use more learning strategies; at the social level, they share learning outcomes through social
interactions. Further, researchers suggested a dynamic relationship among the different dimensions
of engagement; they claimed that the multiple dimensions are closely related to each other
(Dörnyei, 2003; Egbert, 2003; Lin, 2012), therefore, to enhance student engagement, educators
and course designers should consider a variety of components and factors in their pedagogy and
instructional design (Dörnyei, 2003).
Egbert and Ernst-Slavit (2010) suggested that educators should first develop a good
understanding of student learning needs to provide students authentic learning materials and
meaningful learning tasks (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Dörnyei, 2003; Egbert, 2003; Lee, 2007;
Meltzer & Hamann, 2004; O Neill & Mcmahon, 2005; Schweinle, Turner, & Meyer, 2008). Other
researchers, who emphasize providing the appropriate amount of work and scaffolding to students,
note that to promote student engagement, the challenge of the learning tasks has to meet students
skills to create a safe learning environment (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Egbert, 2003; Lee, 2007).
Besides, the importance of offering students opportunities to set up clear learning goals is affirmed
by researchers who emphasize students active roles in their learning process (Csikszentmihalyi,
1990; Dörnyei, 2003; Egbert, 2003). For instance, Csikszentmihalyi (1990) claimed that
individuals who are experiencing flow (i.e., they are deeply engaged) usually have clear goals in
mind. Besides the aforementioned studies, other researchers have also emphasized offering
students clear instructions and directions; they suggested that explicit instructions could help
students avoid confusion and focus more of their energy on tasks (Herrell & Jodan, 2008; Strayer,
2012).
A theoretical framework grounded in engagement theory could offer criteria to guide the
research process, and also helps explain how the course might support student engagement
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perceptions. Correspondent to the literature reviewed above, Wang (2015) identified four
engagement principles as critical standards for course evaluations and instructional design, which
are:
1) Meeting student learning needs;
2) Matching the challenges of tasks with student abilities and skills;
3) Offering opportunities for students to set up learning goals;
4) Providing enough opportunities to practice what they have learned.
Under the guidance of these engagement principles, this study explores the following research
questions through the design process:
1. How do CHL learners perceive themselves in each engagement element?
2. The influential factors of their perceptions?
3. How could the course be designed better to engage CHL students more?

Methodology
This study employs a qualitative research methodology as an approach to explore CHL
students engagement perceptions in their Chinese learning. Rather than generate numbers to
answer the research questions about

how many

or

how much ; qualitative research

methodology generally aims to understand the experiences and the attitudes of participants to
answer the research questions about the what , how or why of a phenomenon by generating
patterns (Bricki & Green, 2007). The purpose of this study is to find out how and why students
perceived the presence of the engagement elements. Therefore, a qualitative research methodology
is appropriate for this study to obtain insight into students attitudes towards their engagement
experiences in CHL learning and the reasons for their perceptions.
Data Collection
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Glesne (2011) and others claim that using multiple data sources could help researchers make the
research trustworthy and credible. To achieve this goal, this study employed two data sources. An
engagement perception survey was employed to evaluate participants perceptions of engagement.
Follow-up interviews and participants online discussions were also used as data to explore the
reasons for students perceptions, as noted below.
Engagement perception survey. In the engagement perception survey, participants were
provided with questions that addressed the engagement elements identified as the theoretical
framework. For example, “What are your learning needs for this course? Do you think the
challenge of the course match your ability? . The purpose of this survey, presented in the Appendix,
was to help the researcher understand students perceptions of engagement in learning. In addition,
the results of the surveys helped the researcher design and modify the follow-up interview
questions. Before implementing the survey, an introduction was given to make sure participants
understood the aims of the survey and to reduce their confusion. Participants were informed that
their survey participation was on a voluntary basis and the responses would not influence their
course grades. Students give the open-ended comments for each engagement element. Participants
were encouraged to finish the surveys individually and had no access to others responses.
Interview. In this study, individual interviews were conducted to get a deeper understanding
of the reasons why students were engaged or not in their learning tasks. The individual interviews
were conducted as a follow-up to the engagement perceptions survey. Based on the findings of the
engagement perceptions survey, the researcher chose the most and least representative opinions
from students answers and then interviewed these students individually to obtain a further
understanding of their opinions by asking open-ended questions (e.g., In your survey you
commented that… what do you mean?

Could you give a specific example for your comments
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that…? ). Ten individual interviews were conducted in total, and the researcher took notes of each
interviewee s comments for data analysis.
Participants
The participants of this study were CHL students who enrolled in Chinese Intensive courses at an
American university. Among them, eighteen students were enrolled in the beginning level
intensive Chinese course, fifteen students enrolled in the intermediate level of intensive Chinese
course, and nine students enrolled in the advanced level of Chinese course. These students were
from twenty to twenty-four years old, with twenty-six females and sixteen males. All of the
students' parents are Chinese native speakers, fifteen students use Chinese frequently to
communicate with their family members, sixteen students parents use Chinese frequently while
the students use English sometimes at home, eleven students and their parents use English to
communicate at home.
Data Analysis
The findings from the engagement perception surveys were organized first. Students comments
were coded inductively to identify the major patterns of their perceptions, and then the categorized
data was used to develop interview questions. Wang s (2015) four elements of engaging tasks
worked as the theoretical framework for evaluation criteria for analysis. This means that students
responses were sorted to form patterns under each of the engagement elements to present how they
perceived each element and the reasons for that.
The data from the interview questions and student documents were coded in the same way
as the responses to the surveys. This data functioned as support for the interpretations from the
perception survey data. This means that the data obtained from interviews and student discussions
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were used to explain and offer examples for their responses in the engagement surveys. Also, new
patterns found in the interview questions were also used as data.
Limitations and future directions
This research was conducted in one American University, to increase the generalization，diverse
CHL student groups in other Universities should be addressed. Additionally, the researchers
undertook a triple role of researcher, instructor, and course designer; this may bias how they
analyzed the data. Therefore, the data were triangulated by using multiple sources (survey, followup interview, and student documents) to ensure that the researcher s position did not interfere with
the results. Besides, the researcher may miss some points during the data collection process. To
address this limitation, and to maximize the credibility of this study, the researcher conducted
member checks with participants (e.g., asking participants checking questions to make sure of
respondent validity). Instructional design and practice are an iterative process, the implications
generated in this studies should be implemented through the collaboration among the instructors,
and student engagement perceptions should be evaluated again for the further improvement of
CHL instructional design and practice.
Result and Discussion
The data were summarized to present how students perceive each engagement element and
to uncover patterns to explain the reasons for students perception of their engagement. These
patterns are presented under each of the four engagement elements in this section. The four
engagement elements are meeting student learning needs; matching students abilities and skills;
offering opportunities to practice what they have learned; offering clear directions and
opportunities for setting up clear personal learning goals.
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Engagement element 1: Meeting student learning needs.
20 students at the beginning level reported that two of the major learning needs are reading and
writing, therefore, they would like to pay more attention to Chinese characters. However, 10
students pointed out that learning characters separately cannot meet their learning needs and they
prefer to learn the characters in context. For example, one of the students said that I would have
preferred an emphasis on writing sentences more than on character sheets since I feel that creating
new sentences is a better way to memorize new characters.
Thirty-five students at the beginning level strongly agree that the learning materials are
relevant to their lives, one student said that I found the textbook readings interesting and relevant
to me as a person of Chinese heritage . Students also pointed out that one of the major reasons
why they take Chinese is to communicate more effectively with their family members, therefore,
they have a strong need to learn materials addressing everyday topics, and they are thankful for
individual sessions during which they could hold real-life conversations. To engage them more,
seven students indicate they would like to learn more natural conversational structures and
conversational skills in class. Further, ten students point out that a major learning need of
beginning level CHL learners is to maintain their family ties, therefore, they would have had
learning materials of Chinese history and culture as well. Seventeen students indicate that they are
more interested in the topics more closely related to China, such as news reports, Chinese history,
politics, and marriage, but are less interested in broader, more general topics (such as sports and
patriotic). Eight of them said they will appreciate it if the teachers could offer life-like videos or
clips (e.g., news) as well.
The students at the intermediate level have the learning needs of developing a good
understanding of Chinese people and society and of expressing their opinions on the social
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problems in the U.S., therefore, they have a strong eagerness to participate in a discussion of
common social topics in China and the US (e.g., relationships, birth control policy, aesthetic and
personal perspectives, and shopping habits). They perceived more engagement in-class discussion
and pointed out that any discussion with relationships or applying to relationships is interesting to
them since these materials are relevant to daily use. Some topics such as the Taiwan issue and
Chinese architecture seem less interesting to them. Five students also reported that to engage them
in their discussion, the topics of the texts should be distinctive from each other, they explained that
sometimes the topics in the readings were repeated, which made the discussions less interesting.
E gageme

eleme

2: Ma chi g

de

abili ie a d kill .

Eight students at the beginning level reported that they perceived a good balance between their
learning abilities and the challenges in this course. They said that they have been offered help
from teachers promptly and have received instant feedback on homework; it is extremely
important for clarifying their confusion and solving their learning difficulties. However, five
students claimed that sometimes the arrangement of the course did make the course harder for
them to learn, they indicated that some lessons were super hard but other lessons were too easy.
One student suggested that it would have been nice to balance the hard and easy material among
different lessons so that we would not be overwhelmed by super hard lessons in one week. the
students at the intermediate level agree that making the course materials progressively harder but
not in a particularly shocking or unnoticeable way is essential for them to perceive this
engagement element. Ten students also indicated that when teachers are open to questions and
show a willingness to help, they feel generally easier to participate in. Besides, five students
pointed out that they perceived more on this engagement element when teachers have better
pacing and spend more time on difficult parts and less on easier ones during class. Seven
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students indicated that sometimes teachers ask them to answer the questions with the grammars
they have learned, this could make their learning task drier and less engaging.
Engagement element 3: Offering opportunities to practice what they have learned.
The students at the intermediate level would love to see more emphasis on discussion. They ask to
have more chances to use learned grammar structures in more than just one essay. One student
said that I tended to find myself sticking to the same few words and not incorporating new
vocabulary and grammar into my speaking . They complained that the flow of in-class discussion
is quick somehow so that they cannot fully practice the grammar and vocabulary. Besides, students
reported that there seems to be less collaborative learning during class time; further, they indicated
that this course may lack peer interaction. They suggested that to help them fully practice the
materials, they would generally like to see more student involvement and participation amongst
each other. They said that I wish there was more of a focus on discussion and speaking because I
felt like in class sometimes there was more of an emphasis on the lesson but less on actually having
conversations with each other. They indicated that they perceived this engagement element less
when they were often asked to repeat sentences aloud as a class that had not been said yet (the
sentence was in the teachers minds), so they would just stumble over the sentence together as we
tried to say it. Also, students pointed out that when they take a more active role in their learning
process they can practice better. For example, they said that when the homework encourages them
to research on their own, they perceive more engagement in this course.
Engagement element 4: Offering clear directions and opportunities for setting up clear
personal learning goals.
Ten students at the beginning level agree that the weekly quiz can help them evaluate their writing
outcomes effectively, however, they would like to take a more active role in their learning process,
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for example, they said that they would like to be taught more knowledge of characters, and they
also want to be taught speaking and writing skills. Furthermore, five students indicate that the
success of in-class learning depends on how well they preview the materials, however, ten students
received no guidance on how to preview or review the text. Two students suggest that teachers
may give them pretest or post-test to help them evaluate their learning outcomes before and after
class.
Nineteen students at intermediate-level and advanced-level indicated that to involve them
in taking a more active role in their learning, they would like to receive more instructions on
speaking and writing skills. Also, eight students are interested to see Chinese peers works, since
they think it could be helpful for them to identify the gap between their works and their Chinese
counterparts. Further, thirty students agree that the teacher s instant feedback during class
discussion is essential for them to evaluate their speaking. Eleven students also pointed out that
sometimes they were not offered instant feedback during class discussion without being corrected
on spoken grammar, it is hard for them to set up clear learning goals.
Pedagogical Implications
Because of heritage learner s unique needs, universities and colleges should try to offer
separate classes for beginning heritage. Separating the two groups of students has many benefits.
First of all, findings of this study show that reading and writing are two main needs for heritage
students while non-heritage students need to practice all four skills (reading, writing, listening, and
speaking). Therefore, focusing too much on speaking and listening may disengage the heritage
learners from the class. Second, findings of this study suggest that heritage students, because they
want to connect to their cultural roots, prefer to learn more about China-related topics, such as
history, culture, custom, and news, instead of more general topics. Mixing the two groups of
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students may make selecting teaching materials challenging. In conclusion, by separating the two
groups of students, instructors can design the classes and select teaching materials based on the
needs of the students to further engage CHL learners and non-heritage learners. The following
paragraphs will further discuss the selection of teaching materials, focus of instruction,
technology-assisted teaching, and assignment design.
The learning materials should be related to students real-life experiences (e.g., their
Chinese learning experience, the development of their heritage identity in the United States).
However, the instructor should be clear that the learning needs of students at different learning
levels vary. For example, some students learning needs are interacting with their family members,
some students' learning needs are gaining a deep understanding of the economy, culture, and
society of China. Therefore, the instructor needs to design their instructions and develop materials
by using life-related resources based on students language levels. For the beginning level, the
learning materials may target natural conversational structures. The emphasis of classroom
teaching could lead students to generate longer sentences and passages in speaking. During the
class, the instructor could generate real communicative contexts to involve students in structured
conversations and at the same time offer instant feedback for language improvement. For the
intermediate and advanced levels, teaching texts abstracted and articulated from documentations
and news could be employed to address students' learning needs. During the class, the instructor
could use charts or other data to analyze real-world problems to help students practice the language.
Also, according to the results, reading and writing should be emphasized at all levels and while
characters should be taught more in contexts. Therefore, during the class, the instructor could use
reading as a part of learning tasks, for example, students need to read the text to finish speaking
tasks.
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With the development of technology, technology-enhanced language teaching can also be
applied to CHL teaching. To engage students, the instructor could integrate new technologies, such
as life-related videos and reading materials, Padlet, voice thread, and discussion board into
teaching. For example, lower-level CHL learners expressed the needs of engaging in discussions
that go beyond daily topics. Instructors could first exemplify discussions on social issues with
Chinese bloggers posts and the comments from readers. Then, instructors could encourage
students to start their own blogs and comment on each other s posts. If instructors would like to
integrate more technologies into their classes, they may consult institutes such as Carnegie Mellon
University. Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University are developing cutting-edge technologies
with the support of the Askwith Kenner Global Languages and Cultures Room, such as virtual
reality tours and interactive learning materials, to escalate the learning experience for students.
With virtual reality tours, students can walk around streets in China. With interactive learning
materials, students are not passively receiving information but actively pursuing information. The
impact of COVID-19, though poses numerous challenges for language instruction, also provided
remarkable opportunities, such as museums offering online shows and tours. Instructors can make
use of the opportunity to overcome the challenge of student engagement during this unprecedented
period of time. Similar technologies, if possible, can be used for CHL instructing to enhance
student engagement.
As an important form of practice, assignments should also be designed in ways that engage
CHL learners. Based on the findings of the study, the researchers would like to make the following
recommendation on assignment designs. First, assignments should be designed in innovative ways
that can both help students expand their linguistic repertoire and connect to their needs of
connecting with family members and maintaining culture-ties. Activities such as writing a
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letter/card to your family members is an ideal task for beginning-level CHL learners that fulfills
the two needs simultaneously. For intermediate CHL learners, integrated tasks such as
listening/reading a piece of news and commenting on the news either orally or in writing can better
engage students in the learning of Chinese language. Second, assignments can incorporate
elements of cooperative learning. As the students reported in the survey, they would like to have
more peer interactions. Assignments such as group skits, research projects, and debates can
promote peer interactions and, hence, improve student engagement.
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APPENDIX

Student Engagement Perception Survey
Instruction: Please answer the following questions to the best of your understanding. Fill out the
open-ended questions when applicable.
1. What are your learning needs in this course?
2. Does the content of the course meet your learning needs?
If Yes, how so?
If No, why not? What can be done so that it meets your learning needs?
3. Is the challenge of the course appropriate for your abilities and skills? In other words, is the
course too hard or too easy?
If appropriate, what made it a good match for your abilities and skills?
If too easy, how could it better match your abilities and skills?
If it is too hard, what are its challenges?
4. Are the learning materials relevant to your life? Which kinds of learning topics are most
interesting to you? Which kinds of topics are less interesting? Why?
5. Does the course provide enough opportunity for you to practice the skills or ideas presented
and to obtain instant feedback?
If Yes, in what ways?
If No, how could it do so?
If Somewhat, please explain:
6. Are the supplemental learning materials (e.g., movies, fiction readings, and videos) engaging?
Which kind of supplemental materials would you like to see in the future?
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7. Does the content of the course and instructions offer opportunities to set up personal learning
goals?
If Yes, how so?
If No, why not? What can be done so that it meets your learning needs?
If Somewhat, please explain:
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写作任务教学

Writing Task Design at Elementary to Intermediate Level
朱琳 （Lin Zhu）1
Tulane University
摘 ：本教学报告旨在汇报初中级汉 写作教学中的任务
思 ，探 如何 合任务的
真实性、互动性、交 功 、 体多样性、手写电打原则，
出符合真实 境、增强学
生代入感、参与感的教学任务。本报告将会展示一整个学年的写作
大纲，并分析具体
案例，旨在为初中级 段的汉 写作 堂提供
思 ，并对任务
和 估提出优化建
。
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: 初中级，中文写作，交

功

，真实性

Abstract: This pedagogical report demonstrates the task design in elementary to intermediate
writing class, highlighting how to incorporate authenticity, interactivity, communicative function,
platform diversity, and employment of handwriting and typing. The purpose is to facilitate
effective writing pedagogy so that learners can be more engaged and involved during the task
completion. This report also shares an outline for a year-long writing task design, and analyzes
concrete cases, in hope of providing guidelines for task design in writing classrooms at lower levels.
Last, reflections and implications are also indicated(provided)regarding task design and
assessment.
Keywords: elementary to intermediate level, Chinese writing, communicative function,
authenticity
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10.

提供信息+

看法

回复中国同屋的
环保

件，提供

定的信息，并

对

国
国

环保现状的看法
11.

微信
相亲

站

12.
13.

博客

告知

划

我展示
叙

历

回复朋友短信，告知周末安排
创建相亲
写旅

站上的个人主

博客，叙

去的一次旅

历
健康生活

14.

列举+ 划

划（手写）

在墙上的健康生活

划
15.

微信

手写并

告知

划

回复朋友短信，告知去中国的旅
划

环保海报

16.

呼吁

（手写）
收支

算

手写并

环保海报，呼吁保护

环境
17.

列举+ 划

（手写）
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教学案例与成果

案例一：
以第一册第 18
级

段，

为例，

的主

式

球由于学生此时中文水平仍处于初

（Walker, 1989），因此，

写目标仅为日常场景和

为用微信作为平台，用发短消息的形式
学生收到的任务

为看

学生创

一

符合真实场景的

的

写任务

写机会。以下

格是

求：

Zhang Hong is an international student at our university. You just met in a party and she texted
ia WeCha . She d e

k

he

e

ell a d he d e

k

ha

d

he

weekend. This weekend is our football game, and you have extra tickets. Text her back via
WeChat, telling her the details about the game and explain American football to her since she
d e

k

ha ha i . Send the text to our class WeChat Group.

：
张红是我们大学的国
小

很不熟悉，也不知

票。由于她并不了
下

学生。你们刚在派对上

比

。

周末应
式

球，

了，她

你发了一条微信。她对

做什么。本周末是我们学校的
你回复张红的微信，告

你把你回复的微信发到班级的
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在
生

、

法

什么文化和
察与思

任务中，教师在此单元的倒数第二堂
梳理。其次，教师会提出引导性
构上的特点？引发学生对文体、

。第二天的

学生分析、

张红的微信信息，对

，例如：同学们发现中国人发微信有
情包、标点符号、中

上，教师就学生提交的微信内容

中

纠

文切换等的

和分析。以下是其中

一位学生的作业截屏：
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从
和

位同学的回复中可以看出，他不仅回答了张红提出的

法（国

注意的事

球、圆【

（关于着

的

别字：

】、动

求），及

己有两张票的情况，

境的任务

学的回答中，他使用反
，

易

，学生在完成任务的

的朋友

且在最后，

一

，无

提出了

在

一步的

程中是有

点

2），更主动加上了看
出

当

由来

张红去

应包含回复他人、并引出未来回复的特征。在

句 你怎么没看

反

的

是一种回复（speech is response）, 在写作

看球。Bakhtin （1986）就提出，所有的
中，真实的、有社交

1+ 着+ 动

，使用了本

球？？ 来

对张红没看

你想不想去 以引出张红的
强的 代入感 的，把

形式、文化、内容上

Studies in Chinese Learning and Teaching Issue 6
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球的情

一步回复。显

己放入了 国

学生新

可圈可点。
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案例二：
第二个教学案例使用电子
单位介

了中国各地的地形地

件，

任务布

于第二册第十单元《中国地理》一

以及

名旅游景点。以下是

写任务的具体

中，

求：

Task: Now you are planning a trip to China for 10 days, and you need to plan the trip. You are
going to travel with your Thailand friend, Kuntara, and your only common language is
Chinese. Now, search for information on http://www.mafengwo.cn/mdd/, combined with what
you have learned from Lesson 10, write her an email, and tell her your detailed plan for your
10-day adventure in China. You can talk about:
Transportation (坐
Terrain (

、坐

、坐火

、坐

机)

然条件、沙漠、海)

Places of interest (

景、景点)

Reasons you choose this place (冰灯、少数民族、四季如春

)

：
现在你

划去中国旅

四天，你

去，你们唯一的共同
站上搜索信息，
国具体的旅
交

，你会和你的泰国朋友 Kuntara 一

旅

你在 http://www.mafengwo.cn/mdd/

就是中文。现在，
合你在第十

学到的内容，

她写一封

件，告

她你

窝

十天在中

划，你可以提到：
（坐

地形（

、坐

、坐火

、坐

机）

然条件、沙漠、海）
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景点（

景、景点）

你

个地方的原因（冰灯、少数民族、四季如春

择

本文作
的

中，

在

任务中仍然

用了一个中

以外的第三国

实的泰国姓名，帮助学生带入

己的

书本内容之外，也

中国

，作为
学、旅

求学生浏

文之外的
的必备技

充

材料。

古

，

任务的真实性和交
，使学生发

性。例如，在发

件对

件更具合理性，也

以真

，同时增强活动的互动性。另外，
常用的旅

任务本

攻略

，撰写旅

站

了

求包括

窝 来拓展地理、景点知

划，也是中文学生去中国留

。以下是一位同学的写作展示：

学生的习作提及了
京的名

点

）

是学生在

文中提到的云南的特
窝

，也写到数个上

站上找到的信息。
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有出现的。
己很想去
另外，

在

封电子

件中，也处处可

士尼乐园，也提及

她本人的喜好，

己热爱

一爱好，由此可

然是中级写作任务，但是学生的回答已

级水平的痕

，即

不少

，例如，在提到

描

上瘾了

够加入

事件的
去

样，你会有很多时

安排显得特别突兀，也使上下文的

的

，为

列每天

分，她

旅

堂中多次提到

她对任务的 代入感 。

分 OPI（ACTFL, 2012）的

展现出

。他在

物中心
买东

位同学在

划

参

的地点中，加入了

了 因为我知

你对

出合理的理由，

不使旅

义更流畅。

案例三：
最后一个案例

合了 Walker （1989）强

打为主 的时代，手写仍然是某些场合的
一份 健康

划 ，以下是具体写作

的在汉

教学中对 手写 的

。以此为纲

，第三个案例就

求。在 以
求学生手写

求：

Are there any habits you would like to change in your life to lead a better-quality life?
C

e

Heal h Life Re l i

. C ea e a li

f hi g

ld cha ge i your

daily life. Please handwrite it. Write at least ten pointers. This will be the list you will put on
the wall in front of your desk to remind you what needs to be done.
：
你的生活中，有没有什么你想改变以提

你的生活

划 ，用手写的方式，列出你希望改变的方
的墙上，提

、督促

，

？

你撰写一份 健康生活

少包括十条。你将把

份

划

在你

己。
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合第 14

写任务是
日常生活中，无

是减

划

的

动与健康 一单元学习的内容。

是新年展望，

用手写、

打字，以更用心地

己。下方学生发来的习作中，可以看到学生的 代入感 ，使用有图案的
的字

写下

己的健康

了学习和生活习惯上的

划，内容也十分丰富，

了在作息、

和

策

景、用工整

构上的展望，

包括

划：

总
初中级学生

累积有

如何

合学生所学知

，搭

性

出

合学生水平，也

展示的写作任务

合现实情况，在

并不全

与反思

，中文教师在
真实

对

乏

境、以手写电打

境、交
合、为提

目标的教材时，应思
互动性、写作

体多样

学生充分参与，有 代入感 并愿意积极参与的活动。本文所
，尽管

到了各种
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，所以一年的

为教学尝

程下来，

，本文对学生

写作业的

到了平台、真实、互动等
准确性的

察，

完成水平，因此

是应

交

素，

估方法也

改

些任务的
所欠

干用

中文教师

写

并

在

估的标准不应只局

于对传

点，写作

文来

，

合。总之，本文

然

估，我
中

反

免于学生对

了希望
程

、

用

在

划

估标准上，提出更有效、更具体的意
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的生

目本

和

上，建
样的
是

中文 环

出有层次、有

数

求

教师有时

写任务，

提供一些思

中，创

法等

对学生来

求的不确定，但是对

写任务

、

本

等来 测学生的任务

，

干中加入更多

初中级

，因为

程的时

和纠
。

性。另外，作

易

为在将来的活动·

力可以更快提

中，可以

在未来的整学期、整年

特

化。在改写上，因

学生改写，

。因此，在今后的

正做到

。显

和

己的

的

估也没有具体展开

予二次

可以加入另一堂

更清楚地了

排次序并没有内在

度、所用平台的

于紧凑，学生改写后并没有
条件的

写任务的

，

有一

的

求可

有

，

学生

真

以外，更希望
段性的宏

，

与措施。
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新思
及其在
Ga ef

Pedag g

- “游戏化
汉

法”

中的应用

- An Innovative Course-Designing Tool and the Implementation in
Advanced Level Chinese Language Courses
刘倩（Qian Liu）1
University of Michigan

摘 ： 着汉 教 的持 发展，大学汉 教学也在不断 临新的挑战，其中 年 汉
教学因学生差异性大 特点，对教学方式、内容及任 教师 提出了独特的 求。与此同
时，“以学生为中心” 新的教学理念广泛渗 到汉 教学之中，如何从不同层 将 些
新的教学理念 入教学之中、并更好地 决教学中 到的
，成为汉 教师关心的
。
本文
介 “游戏化
法”（Gameful Pedagogy） 及其在
汉
中的实
与应用，从
的层 为
提供一种新的教学
与方法。文 将从“游戏化
法”的理 基础， 对
汉 教学的 应性及其在大学商业汉 及新 时事汉
中的应用三方 入手，对 一新的
模式做出分析和反思。
关

：

，

年

汉

教学 ，学生为中心

Abstract：With the continuous development of Chinese language education, Chinese language
teaching at the college level is facing new challenges. The large differences in student lang age
proficiency, especially at the advanced level, call for different teaching contents, strategies, and
practices from Chinese language educators. At the same time, new teaching concepts such as
"student-centered learning" have also been widely introduced into Chinese language education.
How to incorporate these new teaching concepts into Chinese language teaching at different levels
and how to solve the problems encountered during the process, have thus become the topics of
interest for many Chinese educators. In this article, by way of introducing the Gameful Pedagogy
and its application in Chinese language courses, I provide readers with new perspectives and
methods for designing and teaching Chinese courses at the advanced level. This article introduces,
analyzes and reflects on the Gameful Pedagogy mainly from the following three aspects: the
theoretical foundation of the Gameful Pedagogy, the benefits that Gameful Pedagogy brings to

Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Qian Liu (email:
qianlw@umich.edu) at the University of Michigan.
1
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advanced level Chinese language teaching, and its applications in college-level Business Chinese
and Media Chinese courses.
Key Words ： Course design ， Advanced level Chinese language courses, Student-centered
education
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1. 引
着汉

样化的

教

的不断发展，大学汉

教师

中，从

变

，一直是大家所关心和

堂教学方式和教学内容出发

与创新却不多

的研

层出不

，由密

根大学

和教学实

的

供个人化的学习
决当前

新

。

法 在密

临的困

根大学的其他

与挑战。

从

的
度出发的探

种新方法

的

目前为止，

新的

得到了学生及

。截

师的

对 游戏化
、

师合作，开始使用 游戏
分中文、意大利

入初期

和法

定与好
法 的理

之中，希望以此

指出的是，

中也得到了广泛应用。

用了 游戏化

用方法，做出介

些

目的目的是为了激发学生的内在学习动力，为其提

的校内

本文将主

，然

所教授的

，并将 游戏化 的教学理念及目标
教学中所

200

。在以往对

助，与本校欧洲

法 （Gameful Pedagogy），对各

化

的

学习的新时代完

。

2018 年

作

有

临着新的挑战。如何应对学生日益多

势，如何以学生为中心激发学生的内在学习动力，如何在互

成汉

来

教学也在

法 ，
卷

查

以外， 游戏化
2017 年冬季学期开始，已

15000 名学生亲
不同渠

的反

，我们

体

了用

可以看出

。
基础、

应性及其在

汉

中的使

及反思。
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2.

2.1 游戏化

法 是什么？

游戏化

法 是一种新型的

活动的

方式和打分

在学习动力，

思

，使
、挑战

法 最初由密

提出，她受到电
到如果在教学中

一个

戏化

似电

根大学信息学

法 得到

教学的现状和
具有

好的效果。

的博士生 Cait Holman 在攻

游戏的环境，应
也是此教学法

及教

学

种现

习数字时用到的 Bingo 游戏），
学习活动中加入游戏的元
，是

是广义上的游戏（如

对学习大环境的

想

的 Barry Fishman 教授的共同努力下 游
校得以推广。

围很广，但是不

的

的启发，

冠以 Gamef l 的原因。之后，

根大学及其他

，以增强教学

博士期

也可以激发学生内在的学习动

教学游戏 （Learning games）

的。 游戏化教学 和 教学游戏 所包含的

中学习

律，在激发学生内

法 的灵感来源于 游戏 ，但是它和我们已

化教学 （Gamification）或

所关注的是

种方法改变了传

不断主动完成各种任务

一步完善，并在密

然 游戏化

方

根大学信息学

励其主动完成不同的学习任务。

在 Cait Holman 和密

合

我

游戏中玩家为了升
学生创

和方法。

构更加

励学生不畏失

游戏化

力，

法 （Gameful Pedagogy）

游戏化

比

熟悉的 游戏

堂教学方法
是传

意义上的游戏（如学

扮演游戏），

味性和互动性。

是不一样

强

游戏化

，来激发学生的学习动力，提

在既定的
法
其教学

效率。
2.2 游戏化
与传

法 的独特之处
相比， 游戏化

有以下三点独特之处。
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先，在 游戏化

在 游戏化
标所

中，学生对于

中，所有学习活动（

完成的 任务 。在传

有的既定任务；
不同方

游戏

度的

、作业、报告、作文

）

中，学生
中，学习任务在数

具有一定的灵活性，学生可以根据

择，所以在学习

中学生是在做 主动

其次， 游戏化
传

的

、内容、

己的情况在一定

择 ，

用百分制的

减式

分方式，学生成

任务没有完成或

完成

不佳，

游戏化

的

么最

师的

到目

求完成所

度上对学习任务做出

始于 100%，如果在学习
成

就会一定会

分方式与其相反，是

学生每完成一个学习任务就会有一定的分数增加， 最
的

为

动接受 。

分方式。

是不可挽回的；

择权。

度、完成方式、完成时

加的

大多

种影响甚

无一例外地按照

用的是

中有任何一
时

完成的学习活动有一定

的成

步

影响，有
加的，

是其完成的任务的数

和

总和。
三， 游戏化

中

入了

在理

研

增加了

如

游戏元

。就像在游戏中一样，

其反复尝

和教学实

中，密

根大学的学

碑 （milestones），奖
些元

。

发现很多成功的 游戏化

（badges），实时反
在学习

中也

中，

（immediate feedback）

到了增强学生成就感、激励

的作用。

2.3 游戏化
教学

之有效的游戏元

先是教

法 为什么
的一个

学生的学习动机，并且更

合

教学？

域。从教

合现代教

理念来看， 游戏化

中教师和学生

法 可以更好地激发

换的理念。

一、更好地激发学生的学习动机
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作为 游戏化

法 理

揭示了 游戏化

基础之一，

法 可以有效激发学习动机的深层原因。

动 机 （ Intrinsic motivation ） 、 外

分为内

（ Amotivation）三种
也更

（Ryan & Deci, 2000）为我们

我决定

型。在

期的作用。

三种

我决定

我决定

把人的动机

动 机 （ Extrinsic motivation ） 和 无 动 机

型的动机

为，如果

，内

动机对于

激发人的内

效工作

动机，

满

到了更关
以下三个条

件：
1)

主 (Autonomy) - 对

2)

力 (Competency) -

做的事情有

主

临挑战，但同时

择的权力
为

己有可以成功的

力

3) 归属 (Belongingness) - 感到与周围的环境有
在 游戏化
不同方
择，所以

的

中，由于学习任务在数

具有一定的灵活性，因此学生可以在一定
实现了以上

一个条件

其次，学生对学习任务的
以在学习的内容和
的

三，

了日常

度上对

己的学习做出

主的

择是基于其

水平、学习目标
划。

一点

因

做出的，因此可

学生提供了挑战

我和在学习

。
堂教学以及与其他同学的合作， 游戏化

己的学习

度和成

业打分，

是学生做出
中 ，

度、完成方式、完成时

主。

度上做出更加个人化的

中循序渐

游戏化

、内容、

对学习
我

了传播知

划
整的
，

整。

使得教师的测

一环。传
师也是

工作不再只是单

教学中，教师的
、引导

中，学生可以根据

、激励

学生作

以 教 为主，在
。因此师生之

的互

动变得更加复杂和多样。
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了满

我决定

分方式，也从外
二，更加

所提出的三个条件以外， 游戏化

对学生的学习动机产生

合现代教

，并且在

工作

到挫折时

，我们希望学生努力学习，
挫

的

但是如果从微

勇。然

看似

度普

的日常教学来

此之外，现

的百分制

，现在的教

于对学习
，我们

减式的

学，实则是一种充满了假
游戏化

i h Gamef l Lea ning 的开
极参与，不断挑战
体

水平和学习习惯，

同时，学习任务的灵活性和

教

，对此我也深有体

的确与宏

的社会环境有关，

学生提供的学习环境也与对学生的冀望不相匹
年来也备受异

的准确与可

为

当中也

择和

整，学生不但

时时关注学习

。

境中学会

我提供了
我

定的目标。

另外，在互

学习的新时代，学习

法 以一种

定，使教师成为学生学习
的思

分方式为学生无惧失

师的反

度和

和

性。因此，学生可以把更多的注意力放在学习上，并有机会在

戏化

种方式

了

，挑战

整实现

。

。 (B ookha e al., 2016; G ke , 2013)。

己的学习做出

且在

，很多学

，反复

可

增的

我，勇于尝

所催生的却与此截然相反。

的关注，

分方式

中， 为了更好地对

己的

加的

的理念

（Fishman, B., Hayward, C., & Niemer, R.，2021）作为一名
会。学生对于成

用的

极的影响。

Barry Fishman 教授在 Imp o e S den Engagemen
就提到， 作为教

法 中

源

性的方式改变了传
中的

、指导

处可得，教师的

也在发生

教学中教师以 传授知
和激励

，为教师

变。 游

为主的
的

变提供了新

和方法。
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三，更

合

学习的

二

或外

的学习中包括 学得 （learning）和 习得 （acquisition）两个

分，

其中 习得 是

到的流利
年

度是学习

律

的、

习得 产生的

的学生在多年的学习中已
的
。

合宏

游戏化
学生提供了在反复
四，更

合

中取得
年

汉

步的

们常常会

决

及兴

到 众口

的

水平上，

不同的中文学习
的印
在专业

体

一

合

景及兴

中方

水平，就

励的却是
律

多次尝

更加

学习中所

一步提

的教

型的任务
，所以

其根源，

三个方

年

，使学生在听、

的

，想

学习的

励学生在学习

。

，

相

果大于

。

加的

学习的

中挑战

、

分方式也

律。

我以外， 游戏化

择，

年

力
汇的

因

择，

的学生大

且有些已

景

形成相对

法的

定的

。

上

留下了独特

用上出现不同的

。其次，

年

好的专业知

度和学习的目标也会有所不同。

Studies in Chinese Learning and Teaching Issue 6

中，我

水平，专业

在每一个学生的

分也是大学

具有

的影响下，学生的多样化特征日益增强，传

的汉

强的多样性。

景，

四年

年

学生在

历了多年的中文学习，已

、写，

，汉

是因为

存在

的学生

历、家庭文化

做出了大学专业的
容、看

现

或外

果。 （Krashen，1982）

教学中所出现的特殊矛盾也很有帮助。在大学

以及学习目标及动力
在

二

教学的现状

了激发学生的学习动力，
法 对

的基础知

理念，更加

学生对于同一

在

不是 学得 的

的 习得 。然

的教
允

果，

了大

出实现

不但不

一位的。 学习

的学生，他们不但已

年来，在汉

储备，因此学生感兴
教

的

教学模式中很多做法也在

一步普及

的内
因

受着更大的挑战。
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在克拉申对
+1 的理

强

实现

是 略微

学习

现有水平,

会

传
变，

习得提出的 五个假
习得, 学习

目前的水平并

成理

困

短时

减的百分制
平

的学习
分方式

了

度，在

，

又可

于

的

择更加

分方式也使成
步。
的

主

。如果

一

，

着年
对水平

对

合

师的指导下
己

不再只是学生

择 和

分

两点对于满

材料必

或

低于学生

对多样化的学生，想

以不变应万

步拉大，有时

低的学生来

，传

乏挑战，因

种差
和

；

失去学习的兴

其他方

并

的

上，成为注定的 弱

对于水

和动力。

也有不同的

求。

构的

使学习活动在内容、形式

择更有

对性的学习任务，以此加强对

水平的内容
水平的

材料，
料

的增

在了

单，

入

h po he i ) 中的 i

。 （Krashen，1982）

中，学生在学习内容、形式

中，教师可以

，

度步

伊始就

具有更强的灵活性。学生可以在
的

所理
力的提

么对

他们从

年

在 游戏化

弱

学习

水平的差
弥

的学生，同样的

和听力吸收

且无益于

何容易。更何况学生

(Inp

入假

必

中学习内容相对固定，

不

中，

度和感兴

的主

。另外，

现，也反映学生在学习的
学生多样化的

方

用

中的付出和

求，应对教学中 众口

有帮助。
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3. 教学实

3.1

方案

我最初的 游戏化
根大学四年

实

的中文

，学生

现，

也是我

择

化的学习
度上保

八

，大

分是本

习的可
的

的特有矛盾对
是

年

的主

择权，就必

，我

新整合

充了

四，学生在学习

两

的

生，也有
堂教学方

教学特殊矛盾与挑战的

中体

原因。
一，为学生提供更加个人

三，为学生提供失
中对

的

己学习的目标和

，从制
度清晰

明化。
汉

游戏化

度的

为例，介

的

的具体

一个条件 ，即学生对于

中的 学习任务 （Assignments），并把
（Strongly Recommended） 及 3.

。

完成的学习任务有一定

中学习任务更加多样化。基于对

完成（Must Try） 2. 强烈推

每一

实

性。

接下来，我将以 时事新

必

本

求，可以

开始新型

明了，由此实现学习

为了满

成加之

二，激发学生的内在学习动力。

学生反复

是密

景和水平也不尽相同，专业五

，我希望在教学中实现以下几个目标：
。

两

的学生，也有华

两

新的

开始的，
二

提出了特殊的

择

汉
为

硕士生和博士生。复杂的学生

式和教学内容的

和时事新

成相对复杂，既有汉

学生。另外，学生的专业
少

是从商务汉

内容及学生

成的了

些任务分为三
由

：1.

择（Up to You）。

的具体内容如下：
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一

必

完成 的任务包括

文

quiz）、作业（homework exercise）和学习

习小

必

划（study plan）。

完成的，目的是督促学生完成对生

堂教学和

些任务的完成使学生对基础

学生有一个相对一
二

的

强烈推

（preview quiz）、复习小

、

法和

文的

汇、

法及

文

一

（review

前

任务是所有的学生
习和

后复习。

些核心内容熟

掌握，确保

。
主

由任务型的口头报告和写作

习

成，包括

上

料搜

（ Online search and report ） 、 口 头 报 告 （ Presentation ） ， 作 文 （ Essay ） 和
（Classroom discussion leading）。
和

法

的每一
数

内容

些任务和

本中的核心内容

习，对于学生灵活掌握核心内容

任务每位学生只

密

常有效。与

完成其中一个，之后可以根据

，
一

堂

中火力对生

不同，

己的情况增加某一

一
任务的

，也会相应得到更多的分数。
三

reading）、
最大的一

由

择 中的任务是基于

本内容的拓展学习活动，包括

坛发帖（Forum posting）和个人
任务，学生可以

主

择

目（Pet project）。

外材料（新
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、

坛、

上

是最为

（Online
由，发挥

、杂志文

）
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学习，或

择一个专

所有的任务

是可做也可不做的。

上的不同

求，同时培养学生的

看到前两个分
一

更深入地研

主学习

吃

择，因此

一回事，但是对于汉
水平的学生来
文学习的

单 。

3.2

与原则

思

游戏化

两

的

的材料、吃法、
己的中文 体

之

到一定

他教学中的
一、

一步就是

写作

不同的

求。

有中文学习

样

单 ，在

合

己的

和分

中

二
是听

。
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份

三

不是

单上，每一个

样学生才可以根据

。当然教学的

不可

到引导和监督的作用。

单 的

的主

变

时安排

侧

点，并在每一

中的四种任务中，作文主
由

其

：

学习任务的

强烈推

己的

力和方式方法的

教材内容、学生人数、

、写。明确每一

择。比如，

会有

一份内容更加丰富的中

的内容挑

师

，有人

然中文学习和吃

性的，因此也

以外，也

习的主

的时候每个人

客的

度，并且已

他们什么，

时

不尽相同，有人是为大快朵

清晰明确，

。以下是我在任务

力，报告和

也是当初我

应

了教学理念、实

任务中提供不同的

学生在学习内容和兴

体健康的影响

、学习习惯和感兴

、

单，其实

为学生提供一份

养成分和对

- 听、

厅的

是有一定的共

完全由着学生，他们想吃什么就
中，

像是

以满

水平已

，

度上满

、口味喜好的不同，点

也提供各种佳

完全由学生决定，也就是

力。

，大家的目的

是为健康养生，再加上健康、体
和

任务可以在一定

的时候，学生曾

分灵感的来源。我们去

。完成任务的数

择 中的

上

的是
（Online
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reading），
也可以

了

择

上的文

二、

或
易

内容

求

因

取 决于 任 务 的

（Essay）和
上

易

中

安排了

度。 比 如 ，

二

（Online search and report）只

单的任务，因此分数也

择，挑战

或录制

度

方

己。

水平

低。

加强

习的学生

的方式完成报告。

度取决于完成任务所

。每一

易

在听

的时

低，中

，任务的复杂

和

度，

大的任务。任务的分

中 ， 口 头报 告 （ Presentation ） 、 作 文

（Classroom discussion leading）的分值相同，

堂

料搜

相对

学习，并以录

度。任务的

到的标准和
值主

完成一份文字报告以外，

在

水平

上搜

度

似。 同一

的

料就可以完成，所以是一

的学生可以在分值
度

的任务中

低的学生也可以

多次完成

低的任务

到

学习的

的三

一

任务的内容以

本为主，比

所学主

及现实生活挂

，学生在完成任务时

目的。
三、具体内容。在上
二

以任务型学习活动为主，内容和当
使用学到的基础知

务只

主

和当

，同时也可以在具体的内容的

相关，内容

固定内容的相关性是在
不

任务当中，

学生想对

渐

择的

择上也有一定的

由度也就更大了。所以

低的，与此同时，学生对内容的

中已有的主

是相关的内容做比

三
主

由；

定；

三

任

任务的内容和

本

择权也在

深入的学习，

可

渐增大。
择不同的

任务得以实现。
四、任务完成所
任务

和另外一位同学合作完成，在个人

1-2 位同学一
并培养沟

的人数。在以上的任务中，大

完成。

分

学生独

完成，也有一些

目（pet project）中学生可以

择单独或和

样做的目的是希望学生有机会在与其他学生的合作中互相学习，

力和合作的

神。
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五、时
以外，其他

安排。以上各

时

以

为单位

安排和学习习惯来
安排上的不同

求，

学习任务在

侧

任务，

复出现，具体的

求与当

完成的任务。

个

且

学生有机会

对学习

的主

择

点、

相关，学生可以根据

己的

了学生在感兴

和时

不但满

划的制定和

法 中对于成功

内了

目（Pet Project）

整学会

度、内容和完成方式上的多样性为学生

，实现了 游戏化
学生在短时

划（study plan）和个人

学习

并接受

的

种新的

一个描

的主
我

择提供了

。下一步

方式，为之后制定

理。
择的

做的就是

己的 学习

划 做好

准备。
常在学期开始，我
体内容，并用

我

后学生开始根据

先会带

查 （self-survey）

己的学习目标、

己的学习任务。与此同时，作为
习

求和目标，最
在教学实

在

定时

中，我发现

很好地理

任感和

此之外，

个

水平、兴

合

也

和

在和我

新对

以后

利执
划，

反思。之

情况初步

，了

己的学习

的提

合

每一位学生的学

己的学习

关

择

划。

，如果学生可以

在之后的教学中学生

。

循了 游戏化

法 的建

，

用了

划 （study plan）中的一个任务，就会得到一个与其完

相应的分数。具体打分的操作方式和传

学生完成任务数

安排

制定一份属于学生
的

任务的具

己的中文学习

察学生的

段对于新

的

构和每一

和目标、时

师，我会

极主动性就会有显
学生成

新的

方式帮助学生对

内帮助学生一

分制。学生每完成 学习

成

了

的理念和目的并且做出

对完成任务的

加的

学生一

的总和。如果学生在
完成的学习活动做出
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相似，不同的是，学生的最后成
中

对 学习

划

是

整，也可以

整。
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最后，

了以上最主

机制，两个星期
徽

。

的

出席上

分任务以外，我

，出

的作业，上

种做法是基于 游戏化

种奖励微不

，但是对正向

在

了奖

彩的发

中植入游戏元
励学生，创

中

的建

（badges）奖励

可以在
。

好的学习氛围有

上

然对大学生来

得一枚
，

极的作用。

4. 教学反

4.1

卷

查

目前，新的
出，新的
教学研

已
基本

在两

到了

汉

中使用了 5 个学期，从学生的反

期的目标。在 2018 年的秋季学期，我曾

中心（Center for Research on Learning & Teaching）对商业汉
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查，商业汉
。下

主

的学生

是一些和

成与新

时事汉

有关的学生反

似，所以也

：

的内容是：
1. 学生普

为新的

对学习

大，但是学生对于可以按照
常

常有帮助。

己的兴

然

比其它中文

中的 容

务，所以不用为一次失
3. 另外，学生

为新的

更多地放在深入理

和目标以及希望专注的内容安排学习

机制 ，学生可以更大
最后成

带来的后果

构（如：
学习内容上，

地挑战

由

示 同 意 （ agree ） 或

Compa ed o o he co
示同意（agree）或

我。因为可以完成其他任

择学习任务和完成时

不是死

查中，83%的学生对于 Compa ed o o he co
e.

一点

分担心。

硬

）

他们把

力

上。

在 2019 秋季，2020 冬季及 2020 年秋季学期末，在我对

hi co

的工作

可。

2. 因为

co

用了基本相同的

两

的学生

的

卷

e , o e all I fel mo e mo i a ed o lea n in

强 烈 同 意 （ Strongly agree ） 。 96% 的 学 生 对 于

e , I had mo e f eedom o a ange m o n ched le o pace of

d .

强烈同意（Strongly agree）。90%的学生对于 Compa ed o o he

e , I had mo e f eedom o choo e he con en I

an ed o foc

on.

强烈同意（Strongly agree）。88% 的学生对于 Compa ed o o he co

示同意（agree）或
e , hi co

e was

more tailored to help me develop proficiency in the language skills (e.g. speaking, writing...) I
mo needed o imp o e.

示同意（agree）或
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4.2 学生案例
了学生的

查

卷，我们也可以在学生完成的作业中看到新的

生的学习动力和创

目（Pet project），她

择完成了个人
一个

力。在之前的商务汉

拟互动的电

各种

游戏。在

投

，比如怎么
的决定
做

目的

大，专业性也比

商业术

，

划做了

我上

然

去北京实习，在实习

中会不断

每天看到的新

的目的只是想提

到

做出

票

也不是很理想。发现

了她的兴

次

爱好和学习的目标，在了

，但是常常在

度
堂

并对她最初

激发了学生的创意，在

构思
。没

几天，

把

好的

个故事的框架，

，我们一
，手

到她喜欢写作，爱看小

目（pet project），写一个和商业有关

学生坐在我的对

开始

，专心听

文的

种情况以后，我们一

机

中的情

也并不是很感兴

中文水平。但是由于

按时上

故事，不如用她现在正在学习的

二次

中，她提出与其写一个

个故事变成一个游戏。我现在

得

位

人物的场景。学生兴奋地描

着

位学生又出现在了我的办公室，

的内容

以后，我

的故事，并在创作中加入我

的游戏。她的兴奋和投入也感染了我，我们再次

何在游戏中有机地加入商业汉
上

的内容制作了

整。

们学习的内容。

已

学专业的学生

和商业汉

景和商业无关，对于商业相关的

位学生每一次

成

她可以做个人

她想

电

，怎么和同事相处，

位学生的专业

强，

可

我们
建

专业知

个游戏中主人公

，学期开始的时候，她告

的学习

合电

有一位来

。

个

中感到无

中，曾

更好地激励了学

几次

了游戏的

和修改以后，

一次是带着
，以及如
位学生完成了

的作品。
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后来
最后已

位学生告

样

对每一
合

的内容

由

游戏的

了如指掌，

己的专业和兴

料的成果，我
受

我，在

中，她把

且她

兴和

来

去不知

因此学会了一种新的

做出优秀作业的例子

地为他们感到

本

看了多少

机

。像

有很多。每当我看到学生有

傲，同时为新

，

样出人

对教学带来的改变

备

。
最

是一种

生不但在

上学到新的

在学习

中有

和交流的工具，学习的
知

破和创新，

，

且用中文

主权

学生带来了创新的动力，

了所思所想，做到了

是我在做

之前的没有

些学

之有物 ，甚

想到的成果。

5. 反思与总
在教学的
材

中，每一位教师所秉持的教学理念，在一

不尽相同，如何

合

是一个充满了挑战与各种可
关注和思

力。

各种因

，将之优化

合，并呈现到具体的

之中，

性的

。在

整的

为特别

应

段

构，学习活动的

全

分，甚
化

的了

关

和

，

基于教师对于所教授

中，以下几点是我

。如果是一

求，

的全
新的

是一个学习活动在时

求教师投入比传

内容、学生

合方式，具体

反复推敲。对于一
比

对的学生，使用的教

的：

先，初期的

的

当中所

易

成、

、内容

不希望全
方

时

度，分值，

教师对
或

更多的时
各

因

的

和

合

分标准，时

。

的学生

成和

，
内容有

改变

，可以从

的一

的灵活性开始入手，

渐增强

的 游戏

。
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二，如何快

于已

地使学生

习惯于传

了加快
句

个

，教师

理念

察每一位学生，并

作为一种

下一步实

，

师的

及方法应用到其他年

予实

。

划

的

。为

学生明白他们是学习的主人，

然

不尽相同，如何督促学生按时完成

了学生的

律和主动性，教师也

入 Gameful Pedagogy 理念的

定。但是由于

的教学中，如何以更加严
研

或短的

在日

对学生的具体情况以不同的方式帮助激励每一位学生。

的新实

的成效，得到了学生和

。对

一个或

成功的关

并做到其实并不容易。

中，每个学生的学习

己的目标是把

常教学中

将是作

学生理

也是

，接受新的理念

晓之以理，动之以情，

三，新的
到

并接受新的

方式的学生来

我们常常听到，但是想

划，

理

年

初期取得了

学生人数相对

少，如何将

学的方法对实

效果

好

一理念

查研

点。
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Radical Awareness and Applications in Chinese Literacy Acquisition for
Heritage and Non-Heritage Speakers of Chinese
Erika Schwerdfeger
Scripps College
Abstract: The Chinese orthographic system presents many unique features not found in alphabetic
orthographies. Among these differences is the existence of the radical, a subcomponent of Chinese
characters. Radicals can serve as either phonetic or semantic cues within characters, and although
the degree to which radical and character are related may vary, sensitivity to the positional and
functional features of radicals can be useful for readers in accessing such cues. Thus, in learning
to read Chinese, an awareness of radicals may enable more reliable inferences about novel
characters and relate to one’s overall strength as a reader. This paper synthesizes ten studies on the
topic of Chinese-language radical awareness, its features and development, and its relationship to
aspects of literacy acquisition, such as character recognition and overall reading ability. Five
questions guided this research process, which are delineated in a subsequent section. The findings
of the following studies indicate a strong correlation between readers’ radical awareness and
components of literacy acquisition, for both heritage Chinese speakers and non-heritage learners
of Chinese. An additional finding was the fact that readers tend to rely on semantic radicals, over
phonetic radicals, in decoding novel characters. The studies also corroborated evidence that the
development of word-reading, and morphological knowledge in general, for readers in Chinese
proceeds in distinctive stages, with the acquisition of structural knowledge preceding functional
knowledge. The significance of these collective findings includes the pedagogical implication that
explicit instruction on radicals would confer benefits for both young L1 speakers and non-heritage
learners in the process of learning to read Chinese.
Keywords: radical awareness, heritage learners, non-heritage learners.
摘 ：中文书写系统具有很多其它书写系统没有的特征。 其中一点就是 件。 件可以
作为声旁或者形旁。 然 些 件和整字的关系有别，但是对 件的位置和功能的敏感性
对中文学习者 字有用。因此，在
能力的学习 程中， 件意 对生
义的猜测有
价值并和学习者的整体
能力有关。本文综 有关中文 件意 、其特征及发展的文章
来回答五个研究
。结果发现华 和 华 学习者的 件意 和他们的
能力有很强
的相关。此外，学习者倾向于
形旁而不是声旁来推测 生 的 义。本文 发现总体
来 ，对生 的
能力的发展和 素知 的发展有不同的 段，是由 内结构知 发展
到对功能知 的掌握。关于中文
能力的教学，我们发现对 件的显性教学也有助于中
文为母 的儿童和 华 成人提
能力。
关

：

件意

，华

学习者，

华

学习者

————————————
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Introduction

Alphabetic versus logographic orthographies & paper overview
There has been much attention, both popular and scholarly in nature, devoted to the topic of how
the Chinese writing system differs from many others, particularly from alphabetic orthographies.

The Chinese writing system is logographic and morphosyllabic; that is, written characters, the
logographs, represent whole words or phrases, and each unit is representative of both a syllable
and a morpheme. This is in contrast to the alphabetic principle, which organizes individual letters

in an alphabet in relation to certain speech sounds. Because of this, the process of learning to read
in an alphabetic orthography largely emphasizes phonemes, or individual speech sounds, and
mapping sounds to letters and vice versa (Chan, 2013). But Chinese is not alphabetic, as characters
represent whole morphemes and syllables. However, this does not mean characters cannot be
broken down into parts — characters are made up of radicals, and radicals are comprised of strokes.
In order to provide a foundational understanding of these Chinese orthographic components and
prepare to discuss the studies at hand, I will begin this paper by offering an overview of the basics
of Chinese orthography at three different levels of structure: radical, character, and word. Then, I
will define radical awareness and briefly address the ongoing debate as to whether radical
awareness is representative of morphological knowledge or orthographic knowledge. I will
describe gaps in existing literature on this topic and present the synthesis questions that guided my
research, before explaining methodology and coding scheme and then proceeding with the bulk of
the synthesis. The paper will conclude with a section on significance and pedagogical implications,
as well as a final appendix that contains a table of the coded studies.
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Basics of Chinese orthography

To precede this paper’s discussion of Chinese-language radical awareness, a brief overview of
some basics of the Chinese writing system will provide a useful foundation. Three levels of
structure are addressed here: the radical, the character, and the word. Radicals are individual units

comprised of strokes, which are used to form complete characters. The majority of Chinese
characters, over 80%, are made up of two or more radicals (Tong et al., 2017; McBride, 2016).
Specifically, these characters are known as semantic-phonetic compound characters, because they

consist of both semantic radicals, associated with meaning, and phonetic radicals, associated with
pronunciation. In compound characters with the dominant left-right internal structure, the semantic
radical is typically found on the left side of the character, and the phonetic radical usually appears
on the right (McBride, 2016). The character 洋 yáng, meaning ocean, is an example: the left-hand
component 氵 denotes water, while the right-hand component 羊 is pronounced yáng, the same

pronunciation as the whole character. The character
semantic-phonetic compound: the left component

q ng, meaning dragonfly, is another

denotes insect, and the right component

is pronounced q ng. In the Chinese orthography, there are approximately 800 phonetic radicals and
200 semantic radicals (Hoosain, 1991). It is important to note that the pronunciation of a phonetic
radical does not necessarily match the pronunciation of the character in every aspect; they can
differ in tone, initial, or final (or a combination of these), but the radical may nevertheless provide
valuable clues. Likewise, the relationship of semantic radicals to the meaning of the whole
character is not always perfectly transparent or intuitive. According to one study by Shu et al.
(2003), 58% of semantic radicals under review were classified as transparent, or having a meaning
directly related to the meaning of the character, while 30% were categorized as semitransparent
and 9% were categorized as opaque, or having nothing to do with the character’s meaning. Despite
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some variability in how reliable the information provided by radicals is, however, the nature of the

Chinese language makes recognizable radicals a highly useful tool — Chinese has just
approximately 400 possible syllables, or 1200 when tones are taken into account (Shu & Anderson,
1997). Many of these syllables share similar written forms — take, for example,

,清, and 情 —

differentiated only by their semantic radical. Given this great deal of overlap, the fact that the
majority of characters contain cues to their meaning is useful to readers in disambiguating
homophonous and near-identical characters. Besides radicals and characters, the final level of
structure to be addressed here is the word. The word, in Chinese, represents the same conceptual
thing as a word in an alphabetic orthography, but they are slightly more difficult to define in that
words can be comprised of either one or more characters, and boundaries between words in
Chinese are not separated in print. Just as most characters are comprised of two or more radicals,
most Chinese words — approximately 65% — are comprised of two or more characters (McBride,

2016). Above, I said that Chinese is morphosyllabic, and this is true in most cases, but in discussing
Chinese morphology, it is important to make the technical distinction that not all individual
syllables in Chinese correspond to meaningful morphemes when standing alone —

example, is the word for grape, but neither

nor

, for

taken alone carries a meaningful reference

to speakers of Chinese. For the most part, however, it is safe to say that most Chinese compound
words can be parsed into characters that are also able to function as morphemes independently —
take, for example, 电

(telephone), composed of 电 (electric) and

(speech/words); or 牛油

(butter), composed of 牛 (cow/ox) and 油 (oil). In this way, Chinese is understood to be a
logographic system, with its individual written units, or characters, representative of whole words.
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Defining radical awareness

Before embarking on a synthesis of studies on the topic of radical awareness, it is necessary to
define what is meant by this term. One definition of radical awareness that I found useful was
offered by Shen and Ke (2007), who referred to it as a functional understanding of the role of

radicals in forming Chinese characters, and the ability to use this knowledge consciously in
learning characters. Another helpful understanding of the concept was offered by Tong et al.
(2017), who described radical awareness as the ability to access the orthographic, phonological,

and semantic information of radicals for character recognition. Essentially, each of the ten studies
understood radical awareness to be an aspect of an individual reader’s functional knowledge of
Chinese, including their knowledge of the existence of radicals as well as their ability to actively
utilize this knowledge in interpreting characters while reading. One thing that researchers and
scholars debate, however, is whether radical awareness should be characterized as representative
of a person’s morphological knowledge, or orthographic knowledge (Shu & Anderson, 1997).
Within alphabetic orthographies, morphemes are typically units of meaning that are
pronounceable, and morphological awareness is conceptualized as one’s knowledge of possible
combinations of morphemes within a given language, as well as the word-building rules that
dictate when and how morphemes can be manipulated. In such a framework, morpheme-level
manipulations are identifiable in a written and spoken language such as English because of a
change, such as an addition or modified pronunciation, to word structure (McBride, 2016). But
semantic radicals, however, are not pronounced within characters, begging the question of if they
can be considered morphemic if they can be manipulated only in print and not in speech. What
seems to be at issue in the debate on how to characterize radical awareness is not something having
to do with radicals themselves, in fact, but with the accepted underlying definition of morphology.
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Because morphological knowledge was conceptualized based on definitions from orthographies

that do not have semantic radicals (McBride, 2016), our resultant understanding of what constitutes
a morpheme is decidedly lacking the necessary conceptual framework for dealing with the Chinese
logographic system. In the sense that radicals are crucial constituents to the writing of characters

in Chinese, radical awareness could easily be classified as orthographic knowledge. But at the
same time, the fact that semantic radicals play a role not only in configuration but also in cueing
understanding of meaning for a majority of characters, and in this sense serve as a productive tool

for learning to read, semantic radicals could be understood as theoretically very close to
morphemes (McBride, 2016). Thus, one could potentially argue that radical knowledge constitutes
an aspect of both orthographic and morphological awareness for readers of Chinese.
Gaps in existing literature
The subject of the Chinese written language has been given a great deal of attention and scholarly
investigation. Less so, however, has been the subject of Chinese character constituents, namely,
radicals, and their properties and functional uses for speakers and learners of Chinese. And even
when this subject is explicitly taught, discussions on the constituents or make-up of Chinese
characters will often emphasize the characters that are pictographs, with the shape or appearance
of the character itself indicative of its meaning. But truly pictographic characters are rare (as stated,
logographic is a more accurate characterization of the Chinese orthography) and focusing a
discussion of character constituents on a few simple characters such as 日 , 山 , and 木 is
necessarily oversimplistic and, in most cases, unrepresentative of Chinese derivational
morphology. Of course, scholarly literature tends to treat the subject more accurately, but even as

the topics of radicals and radical awareness have been given increased exposure over recent years,
there still exists a scarcity of information on the subject, particularly in the treatment of Chinese
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as an L2, as opposed to first language. The most evident gap in existing research seems to be in

this area, of Chinese as an L2 and of the development of radical awareness among learners of
Chinese. A great deal of existing studies focus on children who are heritage speakers of Chinese,
and examine radical awareness in the context of children’s early development of their L1 reading

skills. A sizable subgroup of this literature concentrates on subjects with documented reading
difficulty or learning differences like dyslexia and operationalizes radical knowledge as an element
of their L1 reading ability in attempting to separate and distinguish various subskills for these

young readers. In contrast, studies on morphological or orthographic awareness largely concentrate
on expert, or adult heritage speakers of Chinese, rather than subjects for whom Chinese is an L2.
Thus, while I have incorporated a small number of studies that focus on heritage-speaker children
to serve as a baseline for comparison, I draw mostly on research that specifically studies the radical
awareness of non-heritage learners of Chinese. In addition, another gap or scarcity in radical
awareness research lies specifically in the topic of Chinese phonetic radicals: many of the studies
I found exclusively investigated semantic radicals or treated semantic radicals as the only relevant
subject of analysis. Research specifically devoted to the role of phonetic radical awareness among
Chinese speakers is either scarce or nonexistent, for I came across no studies that chose to research
solely phonetic radicals and neglected semantic radicals. This makes sense, given the demonstrated
usefulness and productivity of semantic radical knowledge, as well as their necessary cooccurrence with phonetic radicals in compound characters; I would not anticipate it being either
useful or possible for researchers to attempt to isolate phonetic radicals in order to examine them
exclusively. I do, however, think that the discussion of a semantic radical preference among
Chinese speakers’ merits attention, and thus I have purposefully selected a few studies that
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intentionally make this distinction between semantic and phonetic radicals to illustrate this so-

called “semantic bias”.
Present Study
Synthesis questions
A basic assumption of this research process was the fact that radical awareness itself exists, for
both heritage speakers and learners at a certain stage, even if comprehensive understanding of their
regularities and functions is lacking. In undertaking this research, I wanted to address features of
radical awareness in both heritage speakers of Chinese and in non-heritage learners. The research
questions that guided this synthesis, then, are as follows:
1) When does radical awareness begin to manifest in children?
2) Is radical awareness acquired abruptly or does it develop in stages, for both heritage speakers
and learners?

3) What is the effect of radical awareness on components of Chinese literacy acquisition, such as
character recognition and word reading, for both heritage speakers and learners?
4) What is the relationship of radical awareness to overall reading ability, for both heritage

speakers and learners?
5) Is there a preference that favors either semantic radicals or phonetic radicals in helping readers
decipher characters, for both heritage speakers and learners?
Methodology and coding scheme
• The databases that comprised the sources for my research were: JSTOR, LLBA, PsycINFO, and

Google Scholar.
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• The keywords searched in the above four databases were: “radical awareness,” or alternatively

“radical sensitivity,” or “radical knowledge,”; “character reading,” or alternatively “character
recognition,” “character acquisition,” “word acquisition,” or “word reading,”; and “ability.”
• The first two steps generated upwards of 100 studies across the four databases, but closer
examination revealed many of these studies to be only very loosely relevant to my topic, or
overly general or overly narrow in scope. Eventually, ten primary studies (marked with * in
References list) were selected as components of the synthesis by referring to the following
inclusion and exclusion criteria: studies on radical awareness in Chinese and published in
English were included (regardless of whether research site was Hong Kong, mainland China, or
elsewhere), and studies with a focus on participants with diagnosed learning differences, as well
as overly broad studies on general principles of Chinese morphology, were excluded.
• Guided by the above five synthesis questions, I have coded the ten studies with reference to the

synthesis questions they relate to, as well as some helpful demographic information such as
what kind of participants each study deals with and where the research site was located. A
table with the coded studies is presented as Table 1.

Table 1.
Summary of studies on Chinese-language radical awareness
Study

Related
Synthesis
Question #

Subject
Language
Backgrounds

Average Age
of Subjects

Grade Level of
Subjects

Research Site

Shu and
Anderson
(1997)

1, 2, 3, 4

heritage
Chinese

not given

1, 3, and 5

Beijing, China

Tong, Tong,
and McBride
(2017)

1, 2, 3, 5

heritage
Chinese

5.89, 8.09, and
11.06

kindergarten, 2,
and 5

Hong Kong

Ho, Ng, and Ng
(2003)

1, 2, 3, 5

heritage
Chinese

7, 9, and 11

1, 3, and 5

Hong Kong

Zhang, Li,
Dong, Xu, and
Sholar (2015)

3, 5

non-Chinese

13.2

7 and 8

southern U.S.

Avg. Length of
Chinese Study

4 months
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Study

Related
Synthesis
Question #

Subject
Language
Backgrounds

Average Age
of Subjects

Grade Level of
Subjects

Research Site

Avg. Length of
Chinese Study

Wong (2017)

2, 3

non-Chinese

11.24

senior-primary

Hong Kong

4.35 years

Tong and Yip
(2014)

3, 5

non-Chinese

22.86

undergrad and
graduate

Hong Kong

3.45 years

Nguyen, Zhang, 3, 4, 5
Li, Wu, and
Cheng (2017)

non-Chinese

19.63

undergrad

Hanoi, Vietnam

1 year

Su and Kim
(2014)

2, 3, 5

non-Chinese

20.59

undergrad and
graduate

southeastern
U.S.

more than one
semester

Shen and Ke
(2007)

2, 3

non-Chinese

18-26

undergrad

several U.S.
universities

1-4 years

Williams and
Bever (2010)

3, 5

heritage
Chinese

not given

undergrad and
graduate

University of
Arizona

Results
Radical awareness among children
Evidence gathered from numerous experiments performed in Chinese elementary schools
corroborates the theory that radical awareness among Evidence gathered from numerous
experiments performed in Chinese elementary schools corroborates the theory that radical
awareness among L1 Chinese-speaking children is positively correlated to their character and word
reading abilities. The three studies focusing on children examined here, by Shu and Anderson
(1997), Tong et al. (2017), and Ho et al. (2003) each looked at variance with age level and recorded
findings not only on radical awareness specifically, but also on how morphological and
orthographic knowledge seems to be acquired by children gradually, in stages.
Shu and Anderson (1997) performed two experiments at a Beijing elementary school, with
a total of 292 first, third, and fifth-grade students as participants. The first experiment, consisting
of a multiple-choice test, presented children with a series of replacement tasks in which a twocharacter word was given, with one of the two appearing in Pinyin (the Shu and Anderson (1997)
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grade students as participants. The first experiment, consisting of a multiple-choice test, presented

children with a series of replacement tasks in which a two-character word was given, with one of
the two appearing in Pinyin (the ‘target’ character), that instructed children to select one of the
four given character options to replace the Pinyin. Characters were classified as either familiar,

recently learned, or unfamiliar for each grade level, and target characters were classified as
morphologically transparent, morphologically opaque, or unanalyzable, meaning that the character
consisted of just one part and could not be further broken down.

The results of this first experiment showed that in general, children performed better on
morphologically transparent characters than either opaque or unanalyzable characters, both when
the characters were recently learned and especially when the characters were unfamiliar. This
performance, particularly on less familiar characters, indicates the presence of morphological-level
processing in the participants. To attain these higher scores on morphologically transparent
characters, especially unfamiliar ones, the children must have been able to identify the various
radicals and make inferences about the relationship between the radical and word meaning as a
whole.
This experiment also revealed a difference in performance among students rated by their
teachers as high-level readers and the performance of those rated as average or low-level readers.
As character familiarity decreased, better readers got statistically-significantly higher scores than
did poorer readers, both on recently learned characters and unfamiliar characters. This trend also
supports the theory that better readers have greater awareness of the morphological constituents of
characters, in this case, the semantic radicals, and that this radical knowledge is useful to them in
decomposing novel characters.
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Analyzing the results as a function of grade level, however, revealed that the ability to

productively use radical information was largely limited to the third and fifth-grade participants;
this finding is nearly exactly replicated by Ho et al. (2003). First-grade students had some structural
knowledge but did not yet demonstrate the ability to recognize and use the semantic information

contained in radicals — this ability did not begin to manifest until third grade. This suggests at the
very least a developmental progression in radical-level processing ability, a finding similarly
reflected in the research of both Tong et al. (2017) and Ho et al. (2003).

The study by Tong et al. (2017), which examined 535 kindergarten, second, and fifth-grade
students across six kindergartens and five elementary schools in Hong Kong, found that awareness
of the positional, phonological, and semantic cues of radicals is developmental in nature, and even
that sensitivity to each of these types of cues varies as a function of age.
Using a picture-character mapping task, which presented pictures of objects or specific
concepts and then asked students to select the most plausible out of four “character” options, all
of which were nonexistent characters but contained real Chinese character components (radicals),
the researchers found that children’s chosen radical strategies differed according to grade: younger
students tended to rely on the phonetic cue in character learning, whereas older students were more
inclined to rely on semantic and positional information of the embedded radicals. The overall trend
revealed by regression analyses was that with increased age, children’s sensitivity to positional
constraints and semantic cues increased, while sensitivity to phonetic radicals, or sound-based
cues, decreased. The suggestion here is that early character learning emphasizes sound-form
mapping — thus causing the kindergarteners to rely more on phonetic radicals in coding novel
characters — while more advanced learners, with more years of schooling and more exposure to
characters, have become more sensitive to the semantic and positional aspects.
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The study by Ho et al. (2003) also chose to distinguish semantic from phonetic radical

awareness, conducting two experiments in order to isolate each type of radical knowledge and
measure their correlation, if any, to Chinese word reading and sentence comprehension. This study
examined a total of 60 first, third, and fifth-grade children from a primary school in Hong Kong.

Unlike the previous two, the researchers in this study administered an IQ test and a reading-aloud
test in addition to various radical judgment tasks, including a sentence-completion task and tasks
relating to radical position and semantic relatedness. As with the study by Shu and Anderson

(1997), Ho et al. (2003) found that children as young as first grade had acquired some knowledge
of character structure, but it was not until third grade that students became aware that semantic
radicals served semantic cuing functions. The first experiment found that semantic radical
knowledge correlated significantly to both Chinese word reading and sentence comprehension.
Likewise, the second experiment found that phonetic radical knowledge correlated significantly
with Chinese word reading.
A striking overlap between this study and the study conducted by Tong et al. (2017) relates
to the theory of staged radical awareness development. The findings of both Ho et al. (2003) and
Tong et al. (2017) support a staged model in which children first acquire structural, or positional,
knowledge before functional knowledge (e.g., semantic function of semantic radicals). The
research design employed by Ho et al. (2003) and the wide variety of radical judgment-related
tasks they administered was especially useful in clarifying this phenomenon: in general, it seems
that children acquire positional radical awareness before becoming attuned to the functional
regularities of radicals.
Given this conclusion about the developmental stages of radical-level processing, which
was also reflected in the findings of the first experiment by Shu and Anderson (1997), a second
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experiment by these researchers focused only on their third and fifth-grade participants, leaving

out the first-grade group included in their first round. It utilized the same testing procedure, but
this time with all unfamiliar characters, and for the target characters, the researchers varied whether
they contained familiar or unfamiliar radicals.

The results of this second experiment found that children’s performance on transparent
characters with familiar radicals was considerably better than on transparent characters with
unfamiliar radicals or on opaque characters. This confirmed the findings from their first

experiment, which indicated that students were capable of using information in radicals to decode
characters. An especially noteworthy finding from this experiment, however, came from children’s
performance on the set of transparent characters containing unfamiliar radicals. Their poor
performance on this set supports the conclusion that it is an awareness of radicals, rather than
something else, being used by participants for the purposes of successfully interpreting novel
characters.
Additionally, the interaction of reading level with these results was revelatory as well —
for students of the three different reading levels, there was no difference in performance on opaque
characters, and no statistically significant difference on morphologically transparent characters
with unfamiliar radicals. But on morphologically transparent characters with familiar radicals,
readers of different strengths performed quite differently, with high-level readers far
outperforming the average and low-level groups. This is a significant finding, for if the high scores
of the better readers were attributable to a greater knowledge of certain characters in general, they
would have outperformed the other groups on all character types — transparent, opaque, and
unanalyzable. But they scored better only on characters with transparent morphology, implying
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that the advantage of the stronger readers has to do with their ability to make use of radical

awareness.
Overall, these three studies on radical awareness among students acquiring Chinese as an
L1 demonstrate that not only are children aware of radicals and their functional properties and can

make use of them to interpret novel characters, but also that radical-level awareness is acquired in
progressive stages. Notably, the fact that both Shu and Anderson (1997) and Ho et al. (2003) found
that first-graders seemed to be unaware of semantic information in radicals, while Tong et al.

(2017) found that kindergarteners were sensitive only to phonetic radical cues, offers further
evidence for this developmental theory — that children acquire a sensitivity to phonological
elements first, and the ability to utilize semantic cues later. In addition, these studies demonstrate
that orthographically, structural knowledge precedes functional knowledge for young children
learning to read Chinese. Another important finding was a correlation between radical awareness
and reading comprehension, with stronger readers demonstrating a reliance on radical knowledge
to interpret characters, while poorer readers either did not or could not make use of radical
knowledge for this purpose.
Radical awareness among adolescent learners of Chinese
To expand upon the findings gathered from research on young L1 speakers of Chinese, I
now turn to studies that focus on learners of Chinese as a foreign language (CFL). The two studies
examined in this section focus on adolescent-age CFL learners.
Zhang et al. (2015) examined 34 American students in seventh and eighth grade. Each of
the students were beginning-level learners, with an average of four months’ Chinese language
experience. Participants were administered a paired associate character learning task and
completed three measures: word reading, semantic radical knowledge, and phonetic radical
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knowledge. Like the test administered by Tong et al. (2017), the character learning task made use

of non-real pseudo characters, allowing for the semantic transparency and phonetic regularity of
their constituent radicals to be easily manipulated and controlled. The major finding of this study
was the fact that these beginning learners of Chinese were able to use transparent semantic radicals

to decode meanings of novel characters but were consistently less able to use regular phonetic
radicals to learn to produce character pronunciations. This is consistent with the conclusions of Ho
et al. (2003) and Tong et al. (2017) in their studies of L1 Chinese-speaking children, which found

a predominant reliance on semantic strategy as an aid to word reading for students who had reached
a certain age. Likewise, the American students examined in this study demonstrated a preference
for using the semantic properties over the phonological properties of radicals in character learning.
The researchers posit that this can be explained as a result of the fact that semantic radicals are
more visually distinct and more reliable as cues than phonetic radicals (Zhang et al., 2015; Shen
& Ke, 2007). They also point out that semantic radicals are typically high transparency, high
frequency, and have a large family size (Zhang et al., 2015). Thus, it seems that non-heritage
Chinese learners exhibit many of the same spontaneous habits and preferences in radical-level
processing as do heritage speakers of Chinese with at least a third-grade education. It is necessary
to note, however, that this study examined exclusively beginning-level students of Chinese, and
thus offers rather tentative conclusions as to learners’ radical awareness overall. To further
investigate how learners’ radical awareness relates to character reading development over time, I
turn to a study by Wong (2017).
The study by Wong (2017) is unique among the ones discussed here for its longitudinal
approach, enabling it to provide insight as to how radical knowledge and character reading ability
interact over time. It is also unique in its effort to distinguish simple, or one-radical, characters
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from multi-radical compound characters, and investigate them separately from each other. The

participants in this study, as in the research of Zhang et al. (2015), were adolescent learners of
Chinese as a foreign language. Unlike in the previous study, these participants were not Americans
but rather non-Chinese senior-primary students at a school in Hong Kong, with backgrounds from

countries including Nepal, Pakistan, and India. Students had a variety of L1s, and also generally
had English proficiency too. In total, 142 students were assessed at the end of their primary-four
term (Time 1) with tests of Chinese character reading and radical awareness, and then reassessed

at the end of their primary-five term (Time 2) for character reading again. The findings from this
study demonstrated, firstly, a statistically significant correlation between simple character reading
and radical awareness. It also showed that radical awareness accounted for compound character
reading variance over the course of a year when the effect of simple character reading was
controlled. A facilitative effect of radical awareness for Chinese character reading and its
development was found, but it is important to note that the independent effect of radical awareness
was most pronounced at the emergent-literary stage, very early in the learners’ Chinese
instructional experience. The effect of radical awareness actually diminished as learners in this
study acquired more compound characters, with no direct effect by either radical awareness or
simple character reading on the compound character reading tested at Time 2. Overall, the
suggestion by this study is that radical awareness may actually be more prominent among novice
learners of Chinese. This conclusion is potentially discrepant with findings from the other studies
addressed here, which for the most part suggest a consistent reliance on radical-level processing
at many stages of Chinese learning, including for both heritage speakers and non-heritage learners,
but because this is the only truly longitudinal study of those compiled here, it is perhaps worth
considering as a caveat or possible exception to findings from the other research.
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Radical awareness among adult learners of Chinese

The following studies address adult, rather than adolescent, features of radical awareness
and how it relates to aspects of learners’ literacy acquisition. Findings overwhelmingly indicate
the influence of a semantic radical bias for learners in attempting to decipher novel characters, as

well as corroborate earlier conclusions from studies on L1 Chinese-speaking children that found
that radical awareness does indeed appear to grow over preliminary stages of learning, as a function
of increased exposure to characters with increased schooling experience in Chinese.

Tong and Yip (2014) approached the topic from a broad, fundamental perspective much
like Tong et al. (2017) in first asking the basic question of whether participants were aware of the
information contained in radicals, and if this radical awareness was predictive of their Chinese
word reading ability. Participants were 93 learners of Chinese, from a variety of L1 language
backgrounds, with an average of 3.45 years of Chinese instructional experience. Like the study
conducted by Tong et al. (2017), their research employed a picture-character mapping task
involving non-real Chinese characters to gauge learners’ sensitivity to positional, phonological,
and semantic information. The invention of characters in this method was useful in that semantic
and phonetic radicals appeared in both correct and incorrect positions, and the manipulation of
their presentation enabled researchers to evaluate learners’ preferences for different types of
radical information when all were equally visibly accessible. Test items, consisting of a picture
accompanied by five choices of logograph that students would select to best represent the picture,
were presented in three different conditions: no cue, semantic cue condition, and phonetic cue
condition. Results of the test indicated that adult learners of Chinese, just like heritage-speaker
children, are indeed aware of the positional, phonological, and semantic information of radicals,
and make use of this information in character reading. Learners also demonstrated a semantic
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radical bias, by choosing pseudo characters composed of correct semantic radicals in proper

positions over the ones composed of correct phonetic radicals in proper positions, under both the
no-cue and semantic cue conditions. Interestingly, Tong and Yip (2014) found that both semantic
radical awareness and phonetic radical awareness were predictive of Chinese learners’ word

reading abilities, although semantic radicals evidently played a greater role. The findings of
Nguyen et al. (2017), on the utility of teaching semantic radicals to Chinese language learners,
corroborates the usefulness of semantic radicals as an interpretative tool for reading by staging an

instructional intervention and tracking the results.
Nguyen et al. (2017) investigated the assumption that teaching semantic radicals to Chinese
learners could facilitate inferring novel character meanings. Participants were 54 Vietnamese
undergraduates at a university in Hanoi, Vietnam. They each had one year of Chinese instructional
experience, and none had studied Chinese prior to entering the university. To examine whether
explicit teachings on semantic radicals would help learners apply radical knowledge to infer
character meanings in sentence reading, a sentence-completion task asking students to select one
of four given character options to appropriately finish the sentence was administered before and
after an instructional intervention. Although this study could not be called longitudinal, there was
a pre-test and post-test involved. Two experimental groups and one control group completed the
procedures. The findings of Nguyen et al. (2017) indicated an even greater productive potential
for semantic radical teaching than was anticipated: post-test scores showed significant
improvement for both experimental groups and not for the control group, but more importantly,
the experimental groups also demonstrated the ability to transfer their newly-learned semantic
radical strategies to infer the meanings of characters with radicals that were not taught to them.
These results indicate that semantic radical awareness among these participants went beyond
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explicit instruction and contributed to lexical inferencing ability in sentence reading for non-

heritage speakers. Further investigation of semantic radical knowledge specifically, and in
particular its interaction with various proficiency levels, is explored in the following study by Su
and Kim (2014).

The study by Su and Kim (2014) examined the relationship of semantic radical awareness
to adult learners’ Chinese language proficiency and word reading ability. Participants were 97
students at a public university in the southeastern U.S., drawn from 10 Chinese classes at this

university. A latent variable for language proficiency of the participants was constructed based on
number of semesters of Chinese courses taken and a self-rating questionnaire. Notably, this study
focused exclusively on semantic radicals and neglected to address phonetic radicals, much like
Shu and Anderson (1997). Four dimensions of semantic radical knowledge — receptive and
productive knowledge of position, and receptive and productive knowledge of semantic function
— were assessed using three tasks. Results of the study found that students of higher language
proficiency performed significantly better on all the measures of semantic radical knowledge and
word recognition. Moreover, both receptive and productive knowledge of semantic radical
position, as well as productive knowledge of semantic radical function, were positively correlated
to word reading ability after controlling for proficiency level. In general, the finding that higherlevel learners had higher levels of semantic radical knowledge represents an extension to findings
from previous studies on radical awareness, because this study investigated proficiency in addition
to age and heritage status. It is important to note, however, that the finding here about a positive
relationship between proficiency and radical knowledge is not quite comparable to studies on the
positive relationship between older age and radical knowledge for L1 learners of Chinese — as
those studies were researching L1 acquisition, L1 readers from different grade levels not only
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represent different ages but also different levels of cognitive maturity. Thus, the variance in

cognitive maturity among participants in such L1 studies negates comparison to participants in
such a study as this one, who vary in proficiency, not stage of cognitive development. The findings
of the present study by Su and Kim (2014) provide evidence for the theory that learners of Chinese

are initially inclined to learn characters as independent wholes, rather than decomposing them into
radicals, but as their proficiency grows, they increasingly treat characters as separable
configurations comprised of constituent radicals. The final study addressed in this section expands

upon the scope of the previous three to address the question of exactly how learners’ radical
knowledge is related to their radical knowledge application skills, and in turn, how the
development of radical knowledge application skills is associated with Chinese word acquisition.
The research of Shen and Ke (2007) focused not on the features of radical awareness but
instead on the developmental trends of acquiring radical knowledge, radical knowledge application
skills, and how the development of these skills relates to Chinese word acquisition. Beginning
from the assumption that the development of radical awareness is a gradual process for learners
— as exhibited in the research of Su and Kim (2014) and Wong (2017) — Shen and Ke (2007)
focused on adult learners of Chinese and aimed to inspect possible trends in the respective
developments of these three components of radical awareness, from beginning to advanced
proficiency levels. Participants were 140 adult learners of Chinese at nine U.S. universities, with
35 students per proficiency level. Four tests were designed for data collection purposes: a radical
perception test, radical knowledge test, radical knowledge application test, and a vocabulary test.
Findings from this study revealed that the development of skills related to decomposing compound
characters into radicals emerged at the very earliest stages of learning, after only a few weeks’
exposure to characters, and progressed rapidly during the learners’ first year of study. This early
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and rapid development of visual decomposition ability is explained by Shen and Ke (2007) as a

potential result of the adult learners’ cognitive maturity, a topic that is also addressed by Su and
Kim (2014). Subsequent findings illustrated interesting disparities in how the three developmental
trends compared: although students’ radical knowledge showed a significant increase at each

proficiency level, their radical knowledge application skills did not proceed synchronously.
Rather, increases from year to year in application skill were startlingly negligible, with a
significant increase in radical knowledge application skill not being observed until the end of

learners’ third year of study — an unexpected “plateau” phenomenon that the researchers
tentatively attribute to what they call “cognitive restructuring,” or the process by which learners
acquiring a new language must revise their existing cognitive representations to assimilate newer,
more complex cognitive representations and increase their control of more complicated linguistic
tasks (Shen & Ke, 2007). Even accounting for this temporary plateau, however, an overall linear
trend was observed between the development of radical knowledge and the application of this
knowledge for adult learners. In turn, the relationship of radical knowledge application skills to
Chinese word acquisition showed a moderate positive association. The overarching results of this
study, which found that radical knowledge does not develop synchronously with its application
skills or with word acquisition but rather that each displays a unique developmental pattern, offers
an interesting framework by which to understand the results of the previous studies. The evidence
here of a developmental continuum for the acquisition of radical knowledge and its corresponding
skills carries useful implications for both the field of Chinese language instruction and for further
studies investigating developmental and psychological trends in language acquisition.
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Evidence from adult L1 radical awareness

The final study addressed here presents a brief corollary to findings already revealed and
discussed, but this time with a new subject of study, the L1 Chinese-speaking adult. Radical
awareness among heritage-speaker children, among adolescent learners of Chinese, and among

adult learners of Chinese have all been investigated, and this study by Williams and Bever (2010)
on the radical awareness of heritage-speaker adults corroborates many of the same patterns that
manifested among other types of participants. In this study, the general effects of semantic and

phonetic radicals on Chinese character decoding were examined. The 36 participants were all
heritage Chinese speakers from the People’s Republic of China, studying at the University of
Arizona at the time of the experiment. In the first experiment, a semantic categorization task,
participants were administered a test comprised of 35 different semantic categories (e.g., animal,
water, etc.) that each contained four single-character test words. Participants were shown a
semantic category and presented with four characters one at a time, then asked to quickly determine
whether or not each character fit within the given semantic category (reaction time was measured).
In the second experiment, a homonym recognition task, participants were shown pairs of characters
and asked if the two were homonyms (pronunciation differences in non-homonymic pairs were
not solely tonal; they could vary in onset, rhyme, or both). In the third experiment, a lexical
decision task, participants were shown 98 total characters (48 pseudo characters and 50 true
characters) with either the semantic radical or the phonetic radical slightly blurred and asked to
determine if the shown character was an existent character in Chinese.
Results of the three experiments found that both semantic and phonetic radicals were
accessible to participants in character decoding, but that in a more neutral lexical recognition task,
the semantic radical proved consistently more informative. In particular, semantic radicals that
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accurately related to character meaning facilitated faster reaction time for participants in the

semantic categorization experiment. In contrast, radicals with no effectual relationship to character
meaning displayed a strong inhibitory effect. In the same pattern, phonetic radicals that accurately
indicated character pronunciation facilitated the homonym recognition task, while phonetic

radicals with different pronunciations from their characters inhibited participants’ ability to
recognize homonyms. Finally, in the lexical decision task, characters appearing with a blurred
semantic radical prompted significantly higher error rates and longer response times among

participants, indicating that they tended to rely more on the semantic radical than the phonetic
radical. These findings are particularly illustrative because of the fact that they are based not on
children or on learners of Chinese, but on ‘expert,’ or L1 adult speakers of Chinese. The findings
suggest that even for cognitively mature heritage speakers, there exists a predisposition to semantic
decoding strategies, rather than the balance of activation strategies that one might expect. In
discussing these results, Williams and Bever (2010) bring the discussion back to the fact that the
Chinese orthography differs significantly from alphabetic scripts in the relative unreliability of its
phonological cues, as well as the fact that semantic information is visually available in characters
— two factors that render semantic pathways to character decoding a much more viable process
in logographic Chinese than in many other languages.
Significance and Pedagogical Implications
The significance and practical implications of these findings form a strong case for the
development and inclusion of explicit classroom instruction on radicals in the Chinese language,
for both children beginning to learn to read in an L1 and for learners of Chinese as a foreign
language. In research conducted by Nguyen et al. (2017), an instructional intervention that
provided two experimental groups with explicit teaching on semantic radicals conferred clear
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benefits for those groups’ ability to decode characters as compared to before, while the control

group showed no such improvement. In addition, their post-instruction improvement even
extended to the level of knowledge transfer, enabling them to transfer the semantic radical
strategies they had learned to make inferences about novel characters not containing explicitly

taught radicals. The productive benefits of heightened radical awareness were evident in nearly all
of the above studies, such as in the study by Su and Kim (2014) which showed that knowledge of
semantic radical position and function were positively correlated to word reading ability, even

after controlling for participants’ proficiency level. Another profound implication of these studies
is the fact that morphology-level processing ability, specifically an awareness of radicals and their
functions, is likely related to reading comprehension, particularly for children in the process of
learning to read. In the study by Shu and Anderson (1997), children who were better readers
demonstrated consistently greater radical awareness and use of radical awareness strategies in
interpreting novel characters, while poorer readers either did not or could not put radical awareness
strategies to use. The pedagogical implication that such findings carry is the potential benefit of
explicit Chinese morphological instruction in elementary school classrooms, and instruction on
how to use radical strategies for meaning decoding. At the very least, a practical implication of
these findings is that lessons on semantic radicals and their functions could be useful tools for
children in the early stages of learning to read characters. Especially given the correlation found
between radical knowledge and reading ability (Shu & Anderson, 1997), the development of
instructional methods aimed at building students’ radical awareness could have transformative
benefits for both the efficacy of Chinese pedagogical methods and in the reading confidence of
students themselves.
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The Belt and Road Initiative as a Path for Chinese Tech Company Expansion
探

“一带一

”倡

之影响：以中国

技公司

外拓展为例。

Jacob Feldgoise, Joanne Chui, Zhe Gao 1
Carnegie Mellon University
Abstract: The Peo le Re blic of China (PRC) i a i ing global economic and technological
power. Many scholars argue that the PRC increasingly projects its influence abroad through
vehicles such as the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). While the direct economic, political, and
cultural impacts of the BRI have been explored extensively and even demonstrated causally by
some authors
prior work has not focused on the impacts of BRI investment on the expansion
strategies of Chinese technology companies. In this study, we seek to determine whether Chinese
technology companies are disproportionately embedded in countries that receive more BRI
investment from China. We measured the embeddedness for seven major Chinese technology
companies in ten randomly selected BRI beneficiary countries, as well as the United States. We
hypothesized that countries which receive more BRI investment from China are more likely to
have a higher score for Chinese tech company embeddedness. Surprisingly, we found no
co ela ion be een a co n
inde of deb o China and a e age embeddedness score. This
finding suggests that Chinese tech companies may not use BRI investment in a country as a signal
to embed in that country. Future work should expand this analysis to a greater selection of countries
and utilize year-disaggregated data.
Keywords: The Belt and Road Initiative, Chinese technology company, overseas expansion
摘 ：普
公司在各国

为，中国
“一带一
拓展仍属未 。为 ，本

”倡 影响各国。但
使 定
方 ，

倡 如何影响中国 技
了七家中国 技公司在

十个“一带一 ”国家以及 国 发展 况。
显 ，“一带一 ”倡 对于
在各国 业务拓展并无显 影响。 技公司并未以 倡 作为 外拓展 导向。
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1. Background
1.1 Chinese Foreign Relations after 1949
1949 was a critical point in Chinese international relations, when the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) defeated Chiang Kai- hek Na ionali go e nmen . Th ee mon h

io , Mao Zedong had

announced an alliance between the CCP and the Soviet Union. With the rise of the CCP to power,
the newly fo nded Peo le
of he o ld

o

Re blic of China (PRC),

hich a he ime encom a ed a

a e

la ion, had icked ide in he Cold Wa .

To prevent the spread of communism, the United States supported the Nationalists during
the Chinese Civil War, and continued to support the Nationalist government after it fled to Taiwan.
The CCP

ic o

om ed he U.S. T man admini a ion o in i

e a non-recognition policy

towards the PRC, fortifying the American economic embargo of the PRC and greatly limiting U.S.
relations with mainland China. The U.S. viewed China as an aggressive expansionist power and
attempted to undermine the CCP when possible. 2
In 1950, in e on e o he Uni ed S a e

inc ea ingl agg e i e o i ioning, Chine e

and Soviet leaders signed the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Assistance,
promising to defend the other if Japan or the United States were to attack. The Soviet Union
quickly called upon the treaty during the 1950 Korean War. When the South Korea Army (backed
b U.S. fo ce )
Yalu River

hed No h Ko ean Peo le

the border with China

A m (backed b

he So ie Union) eached he

fo ce f om China Peo le' Vol n ee A m joined he

North Koreas and ultimately pushed U.S. forces back to the 38th Parallel. Although the SinoSoviet alliance was quite successful in the first half of the 1950s, it began to unravel because Mao
2

Xia, Y. (2008, July 16). The Cold War and Chinese Foreign Policy. Retrieved December 14,
2020, from https://www.e-ir.info/2008/07/16/the-cold-war-and-china/
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i h So ie leade Niki a Kh

hche

lan of de-Stalinization. The alliance finally

collapsed in 1959 in part due to competition between the PRC and Soviet Union. With the collapse
of the Sino-Soviet alliance, the Cold War transitioned into a three-way standoff between China,
the Soviet Union, and the United States. However, diplomatic relations continued between the U.S.
and PRC chiefly through ambassadorial talks

136 talks were held from 1955-1970.3

During the Cold War, PRC attempted to influence developing countries by putting proChina governments into power. The PRC supported national liberation struggles to overthrow the
governments of developing countries that aligned with the West. The PRC also cooperated closely
with the independent governments, attempting to convince them to reject the West. However,
i ho m ch o offe de elo ing co n ie , he PRC effo

didn gain m ch ac ion. The i ing

threat of the Soviet Union to China in the 1970s convinced Mao Zedong to repair relations with
the United States; both nations wanted to utilize the other to neutralize the Soviet threat. However,
Mao still hoped fo China o eme ge a a global

e o e and a model na ion of libe a ed

peoples.4
Af e Mao

dea h in 1976, Deng Xiao ing

fo eign olicie . Deng abandoned Mao

i e o o e led o a change in China

o fo e ol ion ab oad and in ead focused on

mode ni ing China b

efo ming China dome ic econom and o ening i

(改

of China

开放 ). A

a

o global ma ke

o ening, he PRC and he Uni ed S a e e abli hed fo mal

3

U.S. Department of State. (n.d.). U.S.-China Ambassadorial Talks, 1955 1970. Retrieved
December 14, 2020, from https://history.state.gov/milestones/1953-1960/china-talks
4 Xia, Y. (2008, July 16). The Cold War and Chinese Foreign Policy. Retrieved December 14,
2020, from https://www.e-ir.info/2008/07/16/the-cold-war-and-china/
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diplomatic relations in 1979. Deng believed that the United States was the key to modernizing and
developing China.5

1.2 Chinese Economic Relations
China economic end af e 1949 e e cha ac e i ed b

o majo heme

economic isolation

and globalization. The former was championed by Mao Zedong and the latter by Deng Xiaoping.
Mao believed that economic isolation and a razor-e ed foc

on China

economic

productivity could achieve socialist goals of income equality. He attempted to achieve this goal
h o gh

o majo economic olicie . China

fi

Fi e-Year plan (1953-1957) emphasized

industrial development through massive advancements in technology, which came at the expense
of agriculture. Economic growth was driven by industrial progress, but these policies also
increased state control over industrial enterprises and the Chinese people. The first Five-Year plan,
hich ado ed a So ie model of ind

iali a ion, l ima el did no

cceed d e o China den e

population and lack of agricultural surplus. The Second Five-Year plan, also known as the Great
Leap Forward (1958-1962) abolished private plots for common ownership, equalized wages, and
sought to expand production output through increased cooperation and physical labor rather than
mechani ed

od c ion. The G ea Lea Fo

he co n

o

la ion in o comm ne ,

a d im ac ed China
hich

e e la ge

ocial

c ure by organizing

al o gani a ion con olled b

he

local go e nmen o moni o economic and ocial ac i i . No onl did Mao economic olicie
fail to produce the economic growth he sought, but they also took an enormous toll on the Chinese

5

Denmark, A. (2019, April 08). Analysis | 40 years ago, Deng Xiaoping changed China - and the
world. Retrieved December 14, 2020, from https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkeycage/wp/2018/12/19/40-years-ago-deng-xiaoping-changed-china-and-the-world/
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population. The Great Leap Forward also led to a significant drop in agricultural production, and
as a result, an estimated 20 million people died of starvation. 6
On the other hand, Deng Xiaoping believed in promoting economic modernization through
globalization. In 1975, he advocated for the Four Modernizations, which would set the stage for
his reform efforts: agriculture, industry, science and technology, and defense. Deng began with
agricultural reform. In 1979, the PRC implemented the Household Responsibility System, which
divided communes back into family plots, and after meeting the government quotas for food
od c ion, allo ed familie
od c i i

o ell he e

of hei c o

ield fo

ofi . China s agricultural

o e ha l a a e l . Then, nde Deng leade hi , he PRC o ened he doo

o

trade and foreign investment. These policies welcomed the flow of Western ideas into China,
hich Deng belie ed

o ld g o

China

com e i i eness in the global market. In 1980-1984,

Deng established Special Economic Zones (SEZs) to attract foreign direct investment (FDI).
China

SEZ

o ided fa o able a incen i e

o fo eign fi m and allo ed fo

ade and

investment to occur without the immediate authorization of the PRC. 7

1.3 Chinese Exports and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
Before 1949, China's economy was very weak compared to Western growth leaders primarily
because China had not yet industrialized. After the PRC was founded in 1949, CCP leaders
established an independent socialist economic and trade system with highly centralized planning
management. Since then, particularly after Deng Xiaoping came to power, China's exported
commodities have diversified, and the country has rapidly ind

iali ed. China

fo eign ade

6

Young, E. P. (2020, December 8). Economic policies. Retrieved December 14, 2020, from
https://www.britannica.com/place/China/Economic-policies
7 E. (2020, August 12). Four Modernizations. Retrieved December 14, 2020, from
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Four-Modernizations
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development has been correlated with major economic advancements. 8 We can potentially utilize
China FDI in o he co n ie a a

an i a i e mea

e of BRI.

1.4 The Belt and Road Initiative
The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), 9 in line i h Deng Xiao ing

olicie fo globali a ion, a

created in 2013 and promotes China financing to develop hard infrastructure, soft infrastructure,
and c l
o e fo

al ie be een China and beneficia

co n ie ac o

oad and ail an o a ion, al o kno n a

he

o ld. Bel

efe

he Silk Road Economic Bel .

o land
Road

refers to sea routes, also known as the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road. 10 While there is some
disagreement about the exact expanse of BRI, researchers agree that at the very least, BRI supports
Chinese investment in countries in Africa, Asia, Europe. 11 Researchers at the Center for Security
and International Studies (CSIS) ChinaPower project take a broad view on the initiative, arguing
that as of October 2019, BRI connects China to 138 countries that collectively represent about 61%
of he o ld

o

lation.12

8

Liu, H. (2019). 70 Years of China's Foreign Trade: Becoming a Global Trader through Growth
and Reform. Retrieved December 14, 2020, from
http://www.chinatoday.com.cn/ctenglish/2018/hotspots/70y/journey/201909/t20190930_800180
391.html
9 BRI a fo me l kno n a
One Bel , One Road (一带一 , OBOR).
10 Belt and Road Initiative. (2020, December 13). Retrieved December 14, 2020, from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belt_and_Road_Initiative
11 Steil, B., & Rocca, B. D. (2019, May 8). Belt and Road Tracker. Retrieved December 09,
2020, from https://www.cfr.org/article/belt-and-road-tracker;
China Po e Team. "Ho Will he Bel and Road Ini ia i e Ad ance China In e e ?" China
Power. May 8, 2017. Updated August 26, 2020. Accessed December 9, 2020.
https://chinapower.csis.org/china-belt-and-road-initiative/;
Nedo il, Ch i o h (2020): Co n ie of he Bel and Road Ini ia i e ; Beijing, IIGF G een BRI
Center, www.green-bri.org
12 China Power Team. "How Will the Belt and Road Ini ia i e Ad ance China In e e
?"
China Power. May 8, 2017. Updated August 26, 2020. Accessed December 9, 2020.
https://chinapower.csis.org/china-belt-and-road-initiative/
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Table 1. Regional Breakdown of BRI Partner Countries

Source: CSIS ChinaPower Project13
The BRI aims to build ties between China and beneficiary countries by financing hard
infrastructure projects, developing soft infrastructure, and supporting cultural exchange programs
( of

o e ). The e goal a e o lined in a BRI ac ion lan de elo ed b China

Mini

of

Foreign Affairs and issued by the National Development and Reform Commission in March
2015.14 The plans key points are summari ed b CSIS ChinaPo e
1.

ojec :15

Im o ing in e go e nmen al comm nica ion o be e align high-level government
policies like economic development strategies and plans for regional cooperation.

13

China Po e Team. "Ho Will he Bel and Road Ini ia i e Ad ance China In e e ?"
China Power. May 8, 2017. Updated August 26, 2020. Accessed December 9, 2020.
https://chinapower.csis.org/china-belt-and-road-initiative/
14 Action plan on the Belt and Road Initiative (Rep.). (2015, March 30). Retrieved December 10,
2020, from
http://english.www.gov.cn/archive/publications/2015/03/30/content_281475080249035.htm
15 China Po e Team. "Ho Will he Bel and Road Ini ia i e Ad ance China In e e
?"
China Power. May 8, 2017. Updated August 26, 2020. Accessed December 9, 2020.
https://chinapower.csis.org/china-belt-and-road-initiative/
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2. Strengthening the coordination of infrastructure plans to better connect hard infrastructure
networks like transportation systems and power grids.
3. Encouraging the development of soft infrastructure such as the signing of trade deals,
aligning of regulatory standards...
4. Bolstering people-to-people connections by cultivating student, expert, and cultural
e change and o i m.
There is evidence these policy objectives are being carried out. For example, BRI
beneficiary countries have been found to receive an influx of FDI from China after signing on to
the initiative.16 Ba ed on he BRI

olic objec i e , i i likel

ha P e iden Xi Jin ing and he

Chinese government seek to influence beneficiary countries economically, policially, and
culturally.
As part of the Belt and Road Initiative, the Digital Silk Road ele a e China

digi al

connectivity with the rest of the world through its China-centric infrastructure, expanding Chinese
tech companies, accessing data collection, but also manipulation of digital information. 17 The
Digi al Silk Road i he a of China

lan o ga ne g ea e global hegemon a a echnological

superpower, in which they believe that tech advancements is key. It was introduced in 2015 in a

16

D , J., and Y. Zhang. 2017. Doe One Bel One Road Ini ia i e P omo e Chine e O e ea
Di ec In e men ? China Economic Review 47 (C): 189 205.
17 China's Digital Silk Road: Strategic Technological Competition and Exporting Political
Illiberalism. (2019, September 26). Retrieved December 14, 2020, from
https://www.cfr.org/blog/chinas-digital-silk-road-strategic-technological-competition-andexporting-political;
Greene, R., & Triolo, P. (2020, May 8). Will China Control the Global Internet Via its Digital
Silk Road? Retrieved December 14, 2020, from https://carnegieendowment.org/2020/05/08/willchina-control-global-internet-via-its-digital-silk-road-pub-81857;
Blanchette, J., &amp; Hillman, J. E. (2020, April 13). China's Digital Silk Road after the
Coronavirus. Retrieved December 14, 2020, from https://www.csis.org/analysis/chinas-digitalsilk-road-after-coronavirus
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Chinese government white paper. China seeks to heavily infiltrate the global financial, information,
and telecommunications networks through the framework of four major divisions-- global digital
infrastructure, developing domestic military and economic technologies, ecommerce in digital free
trade zones, and initiating an international digital environment. With these new initiatives, the
Uni ed S a e

ie

China a cendance a a echnological

e o e a a h ea o in e na ional

security and sees it as a tool for oppression.
The BRI enables China to project regional and global influence in a variety of ways. First,
BRI

goal of de elo ing of inf a

c

e

ch a aligning eg la o

anda d aid China

well-documented push to control international technology standards-setting bodies
the di ec ion of

anda d de elo men in China

influencing

fa o . 18 Technology standards-setting has

become a key geopolitical priority for countries such as China. This stems from the recognition
that those who do not set international technology standards (the followers) will incur high

18

The U.S.-China Business Council. (2020, February). China in International Standards Setting USCBC Recommendations for Constructive Participation (Rep.). Retrieved December 10, 2020,
from https://www.uschina.org/sites/default/files/china_in_international_standards_setting.pdf;
China and the New Geopolitics of Technical Standardization (Issue brief). (2020, January).
Retrieved December 10, 2020, from French Institute of International Relations website:
https://www.ifri.org/en/publications/notes-de-lifri/china-and-new-geopolitics-technicalstandardization;
Arcesati, R. (2019, January 29). Chinese tech standards put the screws on European companies.
Retrieved December 10, 2020, from https://merics.org/en/analysis/chinese-tech-standards-putscrews-european-companies;
Ding, J. (2020, July 1). Balancing Standards: U.S. and Chinese Strategies for Developing
Technical Standards in AI. Retrieved December 10, 2020, from
https://www.nbr.org/publication/balancing-standards-u-s-and-chinese-strategies-for-developingtechnical-standards-in-ai/;
The Rise of China in Technology Standards: New Norms in Old Institutions (Rep.). (2013,
January 16). Retrieved December 10, 2020, from U.S.-China Economic and Security Review
Commission website:
https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/Research/RiseofChinainTechnologyStandards.pdf
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switching costs when they eventually need to adopt the standard. 19 Follo ing he S a e Co ncil
ecogni ion in 2015 ha China

anda d -setting efforts were deficient, 20 the Standardization

Administration of China (SAC) and China Na ional Academ of Enginee ing began o de elo
China S anda d 2035 (中国

准 2035).21 These emerging technology standards (i.e. AI, 5G,

c be ec i ) a e de igned o ad ance China

indigeno

inno a ion (

主创新) efforts, and

if adopted by international standards-setting bodies, they will provide Chinese companies that have
already adopted these standards in an advantageous position. China has made a particularly
concerted effort to influence the direction of 5G standards, as documented by the Eurasia Group.22
BRI supports these and other standards-setting efforts.
Second, BRI investment in hard infrastructure can place beneficiary countries in
unsustainably high levels of debt to China. 23 BRI beneficiary countries that are heavily indebted
to China may be more susceptible to influence from Chinese government officials. However, some
scholars have pushed back and raised legitimate questions about to what extent BRI projects truly

19

Schneider-Petsinger, M., Wang, J., Jie, Y., & Crabtree, J. (2019, November 7). US China
Strategic Competition - The Quest for Global Technological Leadership (Rep.). Retrieved
December 10, 2020, from Chatham House website: https://www.chathamhouse.org/2019/11/uschina-strategic-competition/power-shift-international-technology-standard-setting
20 China and the New Geopolitics of Technical Standardization (Issue brief). (2020, January).
Retrieved December 10, 2020, from French Institute of International Relations website:
https://www.ifri.org/en/publications/notes-de-lifri/china-and-new-geopolitics-technicalstandardization
21
张 ,&
仁. (2018, October 29). 台商在 易战下布局"中国标准 2035". Retrieved
December 14, 2020, from http://www.ftchinese.com/story/001079989?full=y
22 Triolo, P., & Allison, K. (2018, November 15). The Geopolitics of 5G (Rep.). Retrieved
December 13, 2020, from Eurasia Group PAUL TRIOLO website:
https://www.eurasiagroup.net/live-post/the-geopolitics-of-5g
23 Hurley, J., Morris, S., & Portelance, G. (2019). Examining the debt implications of the Belt
and Road Initiative from a policy perspective. Journal of Infrastructure, Policy and Development,
3(1), 139. doi:10.24294/jipd.v3i1.1123
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exhibit characteristics of debt-trap diplomacy. 24 Regardless, China BRI investments have been
countered by the United States.
The Uni ed S a e i

e onding o China

BRI b

making co n e -investments to

developing countries that have just begun to receive BRI funding. A 2019 paper found that, in
Western multilateral development banks, the U.S. was more likely to vote for project/loan
packages to BRI beneficiary countries.25 The effect was amplified for countries that had signed
onto the BRI but not yet received large amounts of China aid, which suggests that the U.S.
disproportionately targets aid towards countries that are at- i k fo falling in o China

he e of

BRI influence.
Third, BRI beneficiary countries that receive more financial support from China (i.e. via
BRI) are more likely to vote with China in international organizations such as the United Nations. 26
This finding provides some explanation for the successful candidacy of Chinese representatives to
head com onen o gani a ion of he U.N. C

en l , Chine e e e en a i e lead fo

o

of 15

U.N. and U.N.-affiliated agencies or groups that collectively function as the machinery of the U.N.

24

Glosserman, B. (2020, September 1). 'Debt trap' diplomacy is a card China seldom plays in
Belt and Road initiative. Retrieved December 14, 2020, from
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2020/09/01/commentary/debt-trap-diplomacy-bri-china/
25 Vadlamannati, K. C., Li, Y., Brazys, S. R., & Dukalskis, A. (2019). Building Bridges or
Breaking Bonds? The Belt and Road Initiative and Foreign Aid Competition. SSRN Electronic
Journal. doi:10.2139/ssrn.3329502
26 Dreher, A., Fuchs, A., Parks, B., Strange, A. M., & Tierney, M. J. (2016). Apples and Dragon
Fruits: The Determinants of Aid and Other Forms of State Financing from China to Africa.
SSRN Electronic Journal. doi:10.2139/ssrn.2855935;
A despot's guide to foreign aid. (2016, April 16). Retrieved December 14, 2020, from
https://www.economist.com/middle-east-and-africa/2016/04/16/a-despots-guide-to-foreign-aid
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No other country leads more than one of these 15 bodies. 28 Additionally, this

mechanism where voting with China is correlated with more Chinese aid via BRI

o

China

inference in human rights mechanisms at the U.N. 29
Fourth, the Chinese government seeks to use the BRI to exert greater soft power in
beneficiary countries, winning hearts and minds for China. China has a persistent public image
problem, and he Chine e go e nmen ha

o gh

o e ai

he co n

image

ih

blic

diplomacy initiatives. 30 The components of the BRI that promote cultural exchange between
Chinese citizens and those of BRI beneficiary countries form one such public diplomacy
initiative.31 Anal i of beneficia
in e men did b ing

co n ie onl along he BRI

ignifican im o emen in China

land o e fo nd ha China

of o e .

32

This finding did not hold

true across the complete set of beneficiary countries (the land and sea routes).

27

Trofimov, Y., Hinshaw, D., & O'Keeffe, K. (2020, September 29). How China Is Taking Over
International Organizations, One Vote at a Time. Retrieved December 10, 2020, from
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-china-is-taking-over-international-organizations-one-vote-ata-time-11601397208
28 Ibid.
29 The Costs of International Advocacy - China In e ference in United Nations Human Rights
Mechanisms (Rep.). (2017, September 5). Retrieved December 10, 2020, from Human Rights
Watch website: https://www.hrw.org/report/2017/09/05/costs-international-advocacy/chinasinterference-united-nations-human-rights
30 Wang, Y. 2008. P blic Di lomac and he Ri e of Chine e Sof Po e . The Annal of he
American Academy Political and Social Science 616: 257 273.
doi:10.1177/0002716207312757.
31 Cheng, L. K. 2016. Th ee Q e ion on China
Bel and Road ini ia i e . China Economic
Review 40: 309 313. doi:10.1016/j.chieco.2016.07.008.;
John on, L. A. 2018. The Bel and Road Ini ia i e: Wha I in I fo China? A ia and he
Pacific Policy Studies 2018: 1 19.
32 Jan P. Voon & Xin eng X (2020) Im ac of he Bel and Road Ini ia i e on China
of
power: preliminary evidence, Asia-Pacific Journal of Accounting & Economics, 27:1, 120-131,
DOI: 10.1080/16081625.2020.1686841
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BRI may not be the public diplomacy success that the PRC hoped for. A 2019 paper 33
found that while the BRI was, on average, positively received in all regions except South Asia,
there was no significant difference in public perception of the BRI between beneficiary and nonbeneficiary countries; membership in the BRI does not seem to grow appreciation for the program.
At the same, countries around the world are becoming increasingly wary of, or even hostile
towards, China and the BRI. There is growing concern that the BRI (among other industrial
policies) give Chinese companies an unfair advantage over their European rivals in third party
countries.34 Mean hile, he India go e nmen , hich ee BRI a China a em
le e age i

a egic ad an age in he egion,

35

o e and and

has espoused concerns about the transparency

and debt burdens of the initiative. According to the Pew Research Center in October 2020, negative
views of China are higher than any other point in the last decade, among the public in Australia,
the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United States, South Korea, Spain
and Canada.36

33

García-He e o, A., & X , J. (2019, Feb a 6). Co n ie e ce ion of China Bel and
Road Initiative: A big data analysis (Working paper). Retrieved December 10, 2020, from
Bruegel website: https://www.bruegel.org/2019/02/countries-perceptions-of-chinas-belt-androad-initiative-a-big-data-analysis/
34 Mair, S., Strack, F., & Schaff, F. (Eds.). (2019, January). China
Partner and Systemic
Com e i o : Ho Do We Deal i h China S a e-Controlled Economy? (Issue brief). Retrieved
December 10, 2020, from The Federation of German Industries (BDI) website:
https://english.bdi.eu/publication/news/china-partner-and-systemic-competitor/
35 T enin, D., Haenle, P., Gab e , A., Val ek, T., Ba ah, D. M., Haenle, P., . . . Bin, M. (2019,
April 25). How Are Various Countries Responding to China's Belt and Road Initiative?
Retrieved December 10, 2020, from https://carnegietsinghua.org/2019/04/25/how-are-variouscountries-responding-to-china-s-belt-and-road-initiative-pub-79002
36
Silver, L., Devlin, K., & Huang, C. (2020, October 27). Unfavorable Views of China Reach
Historic Highs in Many Countries. Retrieved December 09, 2020, from
https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2020/10/06/unfavorable-views-of-china-reach-historichighs-in-many-countries/
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1.5 Research Question
While the direct economic, political, and cultural impacts of the BRI have been explored
extensively

and even demonstrated causally by some authors

little work has focused on

signals that BRI investment sends to Chinese technology companies.In this study, we seek to
determine whether Chinese technology companies are disproportionately embedded in countries
that receive more BRI investment from China. Chinese technology companies may believe, for
example, that they will face a relaxed regulatory environment and supportive local populace in
BRI beneficiary countries. This signal could lead large, multinational Chinese technology
com anie ( hich a en di ec l in ol ed in BRI deal ) o follo

he ail of Chine e go e nmen

investment and influence and lay down roots in countries that receive more BRI funding. We
hypothesize that countries which receive more BRI funding from China are more likely to have a
higher concentration of Chinese tech companies. We explore this research question and hypothesis
using a purely correlational methodology.

2. Methods
We randomly selected 10 countries as well as the United States, for 11 countries in total. We
surveyed the degree to which the seven Chinese tech companies were embedded in each of these
11 countries.

2.1 Choice of Companies
We decided which Chinese tech companies to investigate by gathering existing lists of top Chinese
tech companies and choosing a list that captures a broad range of technology companies. We
looked at lists of Chinese technology companies from a variety of sources. We looked at lists of
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top Chinese tech companies 37 as
looked

ecificall a China
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ell a

and coming Chine e ech com anie . 38 We also

Na ional AI Team, 39 and we generated a few custom lists of our

o n. Ul ima el , af e looking h o gh he e li

, e cho e o collec da a on he li of e en

and coming Chine e com anie :40
Alibaba
Baidu
Huawei
Lenovo
Tencent
Xiaomi
ZTE

2.2 Choice of Countries
We randomly selected 10 countries from the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) Belt and Road
Tracker list of 67 BRI beneficiary countries. 41 We also selected a single non-BRI beneficiary

37

List of Largest Internet Companies in the World (Ranked by Revenue). (2020, July 28).
Retrieved December 13, 2020, from https://www.markinblog.com/largest-internet-companies/;
Fortune. (2020, August 18). Global 500. Retrieved December 14, 2020, from
https://fortune.com/global500/
38 Henriquez, J. (n.d.). The big seven: China's up-and-coming technology companies. Retrieved
December 14, 2020, from https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-big-seven-chinas-up-andcoming-technology-companies/
39 Larsen, B. (2019, November 18). Drafting China's National AI Team for Governance.
Retrieved December 14, 2020, from https://www.newamerica.org/cybersecurityinitiative/digichina/blog/drafting-chinas-national-ai-team-governance/
40 Henriquez, J. (n.d.). The big seven: China's up-and-coming technology companies. Retrieved
December 14, 2020, from https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-big-seven-chinas-up-andcoming-technology-companies/
41 Steil, B., & Rocca, B. D. (2019, May 8). Belt and Road Tracker. Retrieved December 09,
2020, from https://www.cfr.org/article/belt-and-road-tracker
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country: the United States. We included the U.S. in this analysis to help frame and contextualize
the results for the BRI countries. Table 2 contains the list of selected countries.

Table 2. Countries Selected for Analysis
10 BRI Countries
(Random Selection)

1 Non-BRI Country

Bangladesh

United States

Ethiopia
Jordan
Georgia
Moldova
Mongolia
Nepal
South Africa
UAE

2.3 Mea

e of a Com an

Embeddedne

in a Co n

We created a measure for the embeddedness of a company in a particular country. To do this we
fi

iden ified i da a oin

ha migh indica e a com an

le el of embeddedne

in a

particular country. Then, for each of the 77 combinations of company and country, we collected
data on those eight indicators. Because each company differs greatly in size, we rescaled the
collected data points (within each company) to a 1-5 scale so that we can average the company
scores for any given country. We collected on the following six indicators of embeddedness:
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Is the website in the local language of the country? Access to the website in the local
language of the country is an indication that that country is part of the market of the tech
company. We found this by searching through each website to see if it had options to
an la e i o he co n
local lang age. Ho e e , ha ing a eb i e in he local lang age
i an indi ec mea e of a com an embeddedne , o e onl ga e i a 10% eigh .
Number of company press releases mentioning the country. More company press
releases mentioning a country indicate that the country is more important to that company.
We looked h o gh each com an official e elea e age and allied he n mbe of
press releases in which each country was mentioned. However, the number of press
elea e i an indi ec mea e of a com an
embeddedne , o e onl ga e i a 10%
weight.
Market share of relevant industry. The com an
ma ke ha e in a co n indica e
the demand for the com an
od c / e ice . We collec ed da a f om S a Co n e
GlobalStats, which proved to be relatively consistent across countries and industries.
However, since StatCounter GlobalStats only reports market share for a small selection of
industries and products, which limits reliability and consistency, we only gave this
indicator a 10% weight.
Does the company have a physical location in that country? When a company invests
in a physical office or store in a country, it indicates that ease of access to that country is
valuable to the company in some way. We conducted quick online searches to determine
whether each company had a physical location in each country. When a foreign company
invests in maintaining a physical presence in another country signals a strategic, long term
commitment, so we only gave this indicator a 20% weight.
Number of local employees. A greater number of local employees can indicate the
com an
commi men o main aining a e ence in ha co n . Fo each com an country combination, we tallied the number of local employees with LinkedIn accounts. A
foreign company directly signals its commitment to another country by maintaining a local
employee base, so we gave this indicator a 20% weight.
Number of partnerships and acquisitions. This measurement indicates how thoroughly
the company is integrated with the local government and local firms. We conducted brief
searches because we wanted to focus on newsworthy partnerships and acquisitions. A
foreign company directly signals its commi men o ano he co n
ma ke b ac i ing
local companies or establishing partnerships with local companies, so we gave this
indicator a 30% weight.
We used the following equation to calculate our embeddedness measure:
0.1 ∗ 𝐿 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑎 𝑔
0.1 ∗ 𝑃 𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎 𝑒
∗ 𝐿 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒
0.2 ∗ 𝑁 𝑚𝑏𝑒 𝐸𝑚 𝑙 𝑒𝑒
0.3 ∗ 𝑃𝑎 𝑒 𝐴𝑐
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A complete spreadsheet can be found in this URL link
(https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1l1Ld5swOVM5zQswHqOoFqLQScRQ16d8ODj2qTX
AMNX0/edit?usp=sharing).

2.4 Merging Embeddedness with a Measure of BRI Investment
After creating a measure for the degree to which a company is embedded in each of our selected
countries, e needed o me ge ha da a i h a mea

e of China in e men in a BRI beneficia

country. For this, we referred back to the CFR Belt and Road Tracker, 42 which reports three such
proxies for the tracked BRI beneficiary countries:
Imports from China (% of GDP),
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from China (% of Inward FDI),
CFR (P o ie a ) Inde of Deb o China (% of GDP).

We choose to focus on the Index of Debt to China over the two other measures for a few
reasons. First, the measure of FDI from China was not a good option because it was only available
for some of the randomly sampled countries. Second, while the measure of imports from China is
available for all countries, it measures a less direct path for foreign influence compared to debt
o ed o China. Fo hi ea on, e cho e CFR Inde of Deb o China a he ba i of o

anal i .

For the United States, which is not tracked by CFR, we manually estimated the Index of
Debt to China. To do so, we simply estimated U.S. debt owed to China in 2017 as a percentage

42

Steil, B., & Rocca, B. D. (2019, May 8). Belt and Road Tracker. Retrieved December 09,
2020, from https://www.cfr.org/article/belt-and-road-tracker
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of 2017 U.S. GDP. In June 2017, the U.S. owed $1.147 Trillion to China. 43 U.S. GDP in June
2017 was $19.49 Trillion.44 Dividing the first number by the second, we estimate the Index of
U.S. Debt to China at 5.9%.

3. Results & Discussion
3.1 Company Embeddedness Scores
We begin by assessing the company embeddedness scores for each country. Figure 1 shows that
the median embeddedness score is highest for the United States at around 4.6 points and lowest
for Djibouti at around 1.1 points. Using the interquartile range (IQR) to measure the distributions,
Bangladesh has the widest distribution of embeddedness scores while Moldova has the tightest
distribution. Figure 1 also shows that the randomly sampled countries possess a broad distribution
of embeddedness scores, which indicates that our methodology for calculating embeddedness is,
at the very least, doing a good job of differentiating between countries.

43

China Power Team. "Is it a Risk for America that China Holds over $1 Trillion in U.S. Debt?"
China Power. February 2, 2016. Updated August 26, 2020. Accessed December 9, 2020.
https://chinapower.csis.org/us-debt/
44 World Bank Group. (2020, October). World Development Indicators - Economy. Retrieved
December 09, 2020, from https://datatopics.worldbank.org/world-developmentindicators/themes/economy.html
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Figure 1. Company Embeddedness Scores per Country

3.2 Company Embeddedness vs. Debt to China
In Figure 2, we visualize average company embeddedness against the amount of BRI investment
for each country.45 Furthermore, we create a trendline based on a least squares mean (LSM) linear
regression. Contrary to our hypothesis, we find that as the CFR Index of Debt to China increases,
countries are likely to have a lower average embeddedness score. This downward-sloping trendline
is consistent (but closer to a slope of zero) when we replace the CFR Index of Debt to China with
imports from China. However, we could also very easily interpret Djibouti as an outlier and
remove that point.
When we label Djibouti as an outlier and remove it from the analysis, we see that the
trendline flattens dramatically and its slope becomes much closer to zero (see Figure 3). We use
these data for our model. This version of the analysis seems to indicate that tech company

45

A a ed ea lie , he CFR Inde of Deb o China (% of GDP) i he indica o
mea e China in e men in a
BRI beneficiary country.
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and BRI in e men ( ia he

o

of CFR

Inde

of Deb

o China) a e

uncorrelated. In other words, our data show that BRI investment may not significantly influence
Chine e ech com anie ac i i ie in ha BRI beneficia

co n

.

However, whether the trend is negative or nonexistent, we can still glean insight from these
results. If we choose to believe that that trend is negative, we could interpret these findings as
o ing a o

he e China BRI f nding i di

Chine e ech com an

e ence. Pe ha

he PRC

o o iona el
efe

a ge ing co n ries that lack a

o lend hea il in co n ie ha don

already have a heavy presence of Chinese companies in order to ensure that the PRC can exert a
small degree of influence over a broader swath of countries.

Figure 2. A e age Com an Embeddedne Sco e
to China (2017)
Excluding the United States

e Co n

(2020) b CFR Inde of Deb

Alternatively, if we interpret these findings as uncorrelated, then we can say that the seven
Chine e ech com anie in hi anal i don

eem o

e BRI a an indica o ha he 'll ha e

success in those countries. This could support a narrative that the PRC is not (successfully, at least)
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pressuring Chinese companies to follow BRI funding and expand Chinese influence in beneficiary
co n ie ; e ha

he PRC i n infl encing Chine e com anie o e

and in o co n ie ma ked

for targeted Chinese investment.
We fit a linear regression model to the data shown in Figure 3 (excludes Djibouti and the
U.S.). The intercept estimate is 2.828 and the coefficient for the CFR Index of Debt to China is 1.64. The linear regression equation written as:

2.828

1.64 .

The intercept estimate has a standard error of 0.3 and the coefficient for the CFR Index of
Debt to China has a standard error of 3.045. The R 2 value is 0.04, so approximately 4% of the
change in embeddedness score can be explained by the change in CFR Index of Debt to China.
When subjected to a t-test, the model has a p-value of 0.607, so we cannot reject the null hypothesis.
Figure 3. A e age Com an Embeddedne Sco e e Co n
to China (2017)
Excluding Djibouti and the United States
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3.3 Country Spotlights
We selected three countries for more careful analysis: South Africa, Djibouti, and the United States.
For each country, we pick apart the embeddedness measure and assess the component scores. We
chose to further investigate South Africa and Djibouti because they had the highest and lowest
average embeddedness scores (respectively), and we investigated the United States to provide
readers with a basis for comparison.

3.3.1 South Africa: A Spotlight
The median component embeddedness scores for South Africa are consistently high; each
component median is at or above 4 points (see Figure 4). However, there is a high degree of
variability between companies for most of the components

estimated market share, in particular.

This indicates that different types of tech companies may be more focused on embedding in South
Africa than others. Baidu and Alibaba, both internet services companies have average
embeddedness scores in South Africa of 2.7 points and 3.2 points respectively. By contrast,
Huawei, a telecommunications company, received a perfect 5 points.
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Figure 4. Normalized Scores for Each Embeddedness Variable for South Africa

3.3.2 Djibouti: A Spotlight
The median component embeddedness scores for Djibouti are consistently low, except for the
eb i e in a local lang age com onen co e ( ee Fig e 5). The median for every component
a he lo e

o ible co e (1 oin ) e ce

e ima ed ma ke ha e. F

he mo e, h ee of he

seven companies have a website in the local language. This indicates that while the tracked
companies are only slightly embedded in Djibouti, at least a few of the companies have a
demonstrable presence in the country.
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Figure 5. Normalized Scores for Each Embeddedness Variable for Djibouti

3.3.3 The United States: A Spotlight
The median component embeddedness scores for the United States were all at 5 points (the
ma im m co e) e ce fo e ima ed ma ke ha e,

hich onl ha 1 oin ( he minim m co e).

Figure 6 also shows that these component scores had very low variance; for each component score,
six out of seven companies had the same score. These results indicate that the tracked Chinese tech
companies are seeking to embed in the United States more than in most BRI countries, but they
are not capturing significant U.S. market share; they are focused, for example, on partnerships with
U.S. firms and setting up offices that take advantage of U.S. technology talent.
Our model (

2.828

1.64 ) predicts that a country with a CFR Index of Debt to

China of 5% would have, on average, an aggregate embeddedness score of 2.75. The United
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States has an embeddedness score of 4.27 points. This indicates that the target Chinese tech
companies are more embedded in the United States than they are in an average BRI country with
the same CFR Index of Debt to China.
Figure 6. Normalized Scores for Each Embeddedness Variable for the United States

4. Conclusion
Using quantitative analysis, the current study examined whether Chinese technology companies
embedded more in the countries which received more BRI investment. The results surprisingly
implied that the embeddedness of those companies in a foreign country was not significantly
influenced by BRI investment.
Future work could greatly improve the validity of this analysis. We only looked at a small
sample of 10 BRI beneficiary countries, which might not be representative of the broader
population of BRI countries. Future work should replicate our methodology for all BRI countries.
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We should also investigate a larger pool of tech companies. Similar to how we were only
able to evaluate a small number of BRI countries, we were also only able to collect data on seven
firms, and by necessity, our analysis excluded many interesting, large Chinese internet companies,
for example: JD.com, Suning.com, ByteDance, and Meituan-Dianping.
We should also evaluate many more non-BRI countries through the same methodology.
Currently, our analysis only assesses a single non-BRI country: the United States. The U.S. is the
predominant economic and military superpower, and it holds a unique position in international
markets and as a source of top talent. In short, the U.S. is probably not representative of non-BRI
countries as a whole. We should apply our embeddedness methodology to a randomly sampled set
of non-BRI countries, which would ideally have the same number of countries as the list of BRI
countries.
Our chosen measure for BRI investment, CFR Index of Debt to China, is another potential
source of error. The most recently available data from the CFR tracker are from 2017, so our
measure of BRI investment is a few years out of date. 46 Unfortunately, this does create a
discrepancy and potential source of error because our embeddedness data are from 2020 and our
BRI investment data are from 2017. A more accurate measure of BRI investment would utilize the
da a collec ed b Bo on Uni e i
he Cen e

ecen l

Thi da a e e o

Global De elo men Polic Cen e

hich a e

e en ed in

bli hed da a i ali a ion ool: China O e ea De elo men Finance.
China o e ea in e men fo indi id al

ojec , hich i a fa mo e ob

approach for measuring Chinese investment in BRI beneficiary countries compared with countrylevel debt statistics.

46

Steil, B., & Rocca, B. D. (2019, May 8). Belt and Road Tracker. Retrieved December 09,
2020, from https://www.cfr.org/article/belt-and-road-tracker
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Our analysis was correlational. We discuss two considerations for future causal analyses.
Fi , e ho ld com a e each ech com an

e ence in a co n

befo e and af e he co n

signed onto the BRI. This study could still rely on our embeddedness measure, but we would need
to calculate the measure per country, per year, for a few years before and after the country signed
onto BRI.
Second, we should examine the intentions of these Chinese firms in the context of why
they have decided to enter a certain country. This could be for a number of reasons, including
looking o b eak in o he co n
alen

ool. The fi m

objec i e

ma ke , inning a go e nmen con ac , o a ing in o a local
ill

ongl influence its approach to embedding itself in a

target country-- the scale in which it wants to infiltrate the market, and the time frame. More
specifically, the objectives of a company must align with the characteristics of a target country for
the company to embed itself there. These considerations seem to heavily outweigh any indicator
that a tech company might receive from BRI investment in a country.
Finally, through the course of this research, the authors were unable to find research into
whether there is a correlation (or causal link) between the amount of BRI funding received by a
beneficia

co n

and ha co n

fa o able ie

of China. Thi i an in e e ing a en e fo

future work.
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